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XVI. Moving On (2005-2015) 
 
By 2006, major shifts were occurring in the music world that would have an enormous 

impact on its future. Classical music began to degenerate into three mutually exclusive styles, 
all vying for public attention: the difficult and thorny works, written by those who still clung 
to an aesthetic rooted in personal expression through a strict application of the most rigorous 
and user-unfriendly methods (some of which, I rush to point out, actually was great music that 
should not be ignored); the tonally-based works rooted in minimalism, rock music or popular 
song forms, evidently designed to attract younger listeners as well as those who were tired of 
the first type (this genre also includes the type of music formerly known as “classics lite,” 
now retitled “neo-classical chamber”); and music written from the imagination, much (but not 
all) of which was influenced by jazz or Eastern music. The leading composers in these genres 
were Nikolai Kapustin and Fazil Say, mostly because their works were so superior to almost 
all others working in those fields. 

Yet the stumbling block remained: most of the classical music audience continued to 
reject jazz or any music based on jazz as trashy and unworthy of their attention. As I have 
consistently pointed out in this survey, jazz-classical hybrids only occasionally reached the 
full complexity of contemporary classical music, but even those that did were still looked 
down on, particularly in America, the ancestral home of jazz. I believe that this was condi-
tioned by two factors. 1) Americans were more aware than any other nationality of jazz’s 
place in popular culture. They knew of its origins in the seedy bars, social clubs and whore-
houses of New Orleans, its evolution into the dance halls and night clubs of the North which 
to them was scarcely better, its usage of popular songs and song forms with their lack of large 
structure and development sections, its even later emergence in movie theaters and outdoor 
festivals, and perhaps most damning of all, its association with the drug and alcohol culture. 
2) In the view of many classical listeners—as opposed to the musicians themselves, be it 
noted—it is somehow “easier” for a musician to create a two- or three-chorus improvised solo 
than to spend six months to a year working out complex motivic development in an organized 
piece of music. Of course no one can deny the issues raised in the first objection, but when 
you present these same listeners with works like Duke Ellington’s The River, John Lewis’ 
suite for Odds Against Tomorrow, Charles Mingus’ Revelations, Gunther Schuller’s Variants 
on a Theme by Thelonious Monk, Ornette Coleman’s Skies of America or Oliver Lake’s 
Rahsaan and Stuff, you are met with either stony silence or the lame excuse that “they don’t 
hold together” like their cherished classical models. Well, of course they don’t hold together 
like their classical models; they weren’t designed to. They were designed to allow a certain 
amount of freedom for the soloist within the context of a structured work. But even when pre-
sented with written-out, classically-structured works like the Constant Lambert, Dana Suesse, 
Rolf Liebermann and Fred Katz concertos, they still argue that the finished results aren’t on as 
high or as sophisticated a level as their cherished classical models. 

This, I believe, is an excuse for such listeners to not expand their range of experience 
to include new forms. It is the same argument that the reactionary opera-goers in New York 
City use to block more productions of modern works at the Metropolitan Opera, using the ex-
cuse that because they “don’t like them” they shouldn’t be staged. I hear this argument all the 
time, even in the present day, and frankly the argument doesn’t hold water because most of 
the “modern” operas presented at the Met are either purposely tonal and audience-friendly or 
of a nature that sounds modern without actually challenging the audiences’ minds. And sadly, 
the same aesthetic applies to the programs at most of our nation’s symphony orchestras. 
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Of course, there were other African-American composers during this period who also 
tried to fuse jazz and classical music, among them David Baker, William C. Banfield and 
Billy Childs. The Akron Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Alan Balter, issued one such col-
lection of their music on Telarc but the actual results presented therein were disappointing. 
Baker’s Jazz Suite for Clarinet & Symphony Orchestra, for instance, sounds like bad Broad-
way music, an ersatz jazz piece. Balter, who plays clarinet on this in addition to conducting, 
sounds as if he’s never heard a Goodman or DeFranco record in his entire life. Even more dis-
appointing is Childs’ The Distant Land. The Introduction is African drumming, not jazz. Part 
I, “Afro-American Fragment,” is based on a poem by Langston Hughes, but the music sounds 
no better or worse than a run-of-the-mill pop tune except for some interesting chords in the 
middle section. Here are some of the notes I made while listening to it: 

Interlude 1: More African drumming, this time with chant and piano. This move-
ment was much more interesting to me. It reminded me of Ellington’s “The Biggest and 
Busiest Intersection.” The solo piano leads seamlessly into… 

II. A Mother to her First-Born (traditional, Uganda). This begins a capella. Once 
again, though, the music sounds too much like a sugary pop tune, even more so than the 
Afro-American Fragment. The last vocal phrase sounds like the Christmas song, “Do 
You Hear What I Hear?” 

Interlude 2: Short and lyrical, played by French horns & orchestra. Leads directly 
into 

III. Voice of the Karaw (traditional, Mali) A little more interesting harmonically 
and rhythmically than the first two songs, with a long section of African drumming in 
the middle. There is a bitonal, free-form section later on. It all sounds very contrived. 

 
It’s sad, really, to see (and hear) so many evidently talented composers writing down 

to their audiences in an attempt to popularize their music, but this is how things have changed 
over the years. But the quality of the music produced was only one such seismic change. An-
other was the growing availability of downloads and streaming audio on the Internet. Once 
confined primarily to rock, pop and hip-hop music, by 2006 it had grown exponentially within 
the classical world as well. YouTube videos, Internet Archive uploads and streaming audio on 
Spotify, Grooveshark (now shut down and defunct) and Sound Cloud suddenly made hun-
dreds of thousands of performances of all kinds of classical music available, including the 
type discussed in this volume. In fact, this book could not have been written in the compre-
hensive way that it is without significant input from the Internet, largely because of another 
recent development: extensive and far-reaching copyright laws in the United States, extending 
the former cut-off point of 50 years to 100 years plus the life of the copyright owner. These 
laws were primarily enacted to protect recording companies’ profits in the case of the three 
biggest “cash cows” of the 20th century, to wit, Elvis Presley, Maria Callas and The Beatles, 
but of course it includes everything. Thus you can technically listen to any music you want for 
free, but are not allowed to own it for free, which is about as stupid a demarcation line in the 
sand I have ever heard of. 

The snowball effect of all this has been a proclivity among most music listeners to 
download and store the music they like on either a jump stick or “in the cloud” for future lis-
tening, but listening to quality music through computer speakers or ear buds significantly im-
pairs the sound quality. You can’t possibly appreciate the quality of a high-definition re-
cording in this manner, a fact which has been decried by, of all people, Paul McCartney, who 
worked very hard to produce his music with symphony orchestras and wasn’t the least bit 
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happy that people were listening to it on cell phones or ear buds. But this hasn’t stopped the 
trend from growing, not diminishing. More people, including many classical and jazz lovers, 
listen to music this way nowadays than buy physical CDs or create them from downloads to 
play through their quality sound systems. This, in turn, has led to significantly decreased stu-
dio activity in the classical music industry—most classical albums nowadays are produced 
from live performances—and although the number of independent CD issues of classical mu-
sic always seems to be continuing if not growing, the number of copies of each CD produced 
have dropped significantly over the years.  

All this talk of the logistics of the record world may seem irrelevant to our discussion, 
but in fact it is at the very heart of it, particularly since jazz performances are unique and jazz-
classical hybrids, by their very nature (not including the completely written-out scores of Ka-
pustin), are also unique, thus recordings are the most important means of hearing such music 
properly. This is also true, however, of many newer classical works, including those of high 
quality, because of the resistance of symphony orchestras to program new works on a con-
tinuous basis. The serious listener, then, is forced to do one of three things: listen only online, 
pay for legal downloads to either listen on your computer or burn to a personal CD, or—if 
available—buy the physical CD itself, and in many cases finding and buying physical CDs 
has almost become a scavenger hunt. 

Now that this topic has been covered, we can move on to some of the more interesting 
pieces that came to light in the early years of the 21st century. A few of these pieces (and re-
cordings) predate 2006, but their influence on our musical culture has all been within this 
span of time. 

  
Jelly Roll’s Ganjam 
William Russell was a wealthy and fanatic collector of all things related to early New 

Orleans jazz. For him, musical development stopped around 1928 or ’29, when he was 25 
years old, and over the course of his long life he managed to procure—by outpricing the high-
est bidders or, in some cases, getting a tip on a collection about to become available and mov-
ing in on it first—more than 42,000 items (not only recordings but letters, scores, and other 
memorabilia) which he carefully catalogued and then squirreled away, unwilling to share any 
of it with anyone else. The three musicians he collected the most were multi-instrumentalist 
Manuel “Fess” Manetta, who he also interviewed at length, trumpeter Bunk Johnson (whose 
career he was instrumental in reviving in 1939), and Jelly Roll Morton. Russell was always 
working on a Morton biography that never materialized when he died in 1992. His holdings 
were then sent to the Historic New Orleans Collection, where they have since been catalogued 
and made available to researchers.  

Among the many items related to Morton in Russell’s collection were the scores writ-
ten in the late 1930s for a band that the composer was trying to assemble. He never achieved 
his goal, only being able to compile a small band (some of the members of which were openly 
hostile to his style) to record a few tunes for the small General label, none of them his better 
scores. And among those scores was one particularly curious and modernistic piece entitled 
Ganjam.  

For years people had heard about the supposedly “advanced” scores that Morton had 
written but, deprived of being able to see or play them, had assumed that it was yet more 
braggadocio from a man who loved himself best of all his mother’s children. But then, on 
April 29, 1998, these scores were finally heard in a concert performance in New Orleans by 
Don Vappie and his Creole Jazz Serenaders. Writing in the Chicago Tribune on May 1 of that 
year, music critic Howard Reich gushed over the scores’ modernism, especially praising Oh, 
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Baby and Ganjam. The concert was recorded by the New Orleans Historic Society, but re-
mains unissued to this day. Copies of the concert are available, for a fee, to researchers only. 
No one who obtains a copy of the concert is allowed to disseminate the recordings to anyone 
else. William Russell is still alive and well. 

But the reputation of these scores, and particularly Ganjam, continued to grow through 
the years, most notably in the description of the piece in the biography by Reich and William 
M. Gaines, Jelly’s Blues: The Life, Music and Redemption of Jelly Roll Morton (Reed Busi-
ness Information, 2003; Da Capo Press, 2004). This book, which was rife with factual and 
musical errors in the early chapters, redeemed itself by accurately tracing the way the Melrose 
Brothers shafted Morton out of the royalties of his music; his legal battles to reclaim his 
money, which eventually led to a Senate investigation of the music business; and the descrip-
tion of his late years, with information gleaned apparently from Roy Carew, who had been his 
late-in-life business partner and friend. Reich, who certainly knows music, did a good job of 
describing as best he could these startling new pieces from Morton’s late years. 

But as I’ve said many times throughout this book, even the best verbal descriptions of 
music are no substitute for actually hearing it. Happily for posterity, trumpeter and bandleader 
Randy Sandke managed to get a copy of the Ganjam score and recorded two versions of it in 
early 2005: Morton’s original version and an arrangement of his own. Since I prefer working 
with originals as much as possible, however, I chose the more authentic version.1 The piece is 
indeed stunning, and quite different from anything Morton had previously written. After an 
initial theme in C minor, there is a trombone solo (written, I assume, since the notes are 
played exactly the same in both the Sandke performance and that of the Louisiana Philhar-
monic Orchestra), followed by a brief ensemble, another trombone solo, then growl trumpet. 
After a series of staccato chords played behind the melody the clarinet plays a variant on this 
theme in the chalumeau register, followed by more stop-chords with trumpet and trombone 
interjections, then an ensemble variation on the theme using moving parallel chromatics; a 
dramatic break, then after two bars by the trumpet section, an entirely new development using 
alternating ensemble and solo (saxophone) which leads into the last section. This last section 
is amazing, morphing harmonically as it develops thematically in an entirely new direction, 
with a fluttering solo clarinet above the ensemble. Some of the chords and chord positions 
that Morton uses here would not appear in mainstream jazz until at least the late 1940s in the 
music of some of the most progressive writers and arrangers of the time (Monk, Mingus, 
Kenton and Brubeck). More importantly, whereas Kenton and Brubeck often used these ad-
vanced chord positions and odd harmonics in a purposely-dramatic way that brought attention 
to them, Morton uses them organically, i.e., they sound perfectly natural as if there was no 
other way the music could possibly progress.  

 
Gordon Goodwin’s Hunting Wabbits 
Gordon Goodwin (1954 - ), a native of Kansas, was always a big-band fan, writing his 

first such chart (Hang Loose) when he was in the seventh grade. After continuing his music 
education at Cal State Northridge, he was hired as a musician at the world-famous Disneyland 
amusement park, where one of his early duties was writing a musical show to feature past and 
present Mousketeers such as Christine Aguilera and Britney Spears. Eventually he moved into 

                                                
1 There has since been a performance by members of the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra with guest director 
James Dapogny, given on January 25, 2012 and issued on CD by the Historic New Orleans Collection and the 
Louisiana Philharmonic, but as is so often the case the performance of this jazz work by classically-trained mu-
sicians lacks both the proper rhythmic feel and drive. 
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studio work, writing scores for such mainstream films as The Majestic, Glory Road, National 
Treasure, Star Trek: Nemesis and The Incredibles as well as the cult classic Attack of the Kil-
ler Tomatoes. In 1999, wanting to record several big-band charts that he couldn’t use else-
where, Goodwin paid for a recording session featuring some of the top jazz talent in Holly-
wood along with guest stars Arturo Sandoval and Eddie Daniels. The resulting album, 
Swingin’ for the Fences, was released on Silverlight Records under the name of “The Big 
Phat Band” and became a surprise sensation. Suddenly Goodwin was being offered good 
money to play his charts in person, something his studio musicians were not sure they wanted 
to do. But when they did, they found that they enjoyed the experience so much that the band 
is now a semi-regular fixture in the Southern California area and has since recorded several 
albums, one of which (Life in the Bubble) won a Grammy in 2015. 

Although Goodwin’s compositions and arrangements are all excellent, most of them 
are not necessarily classically-influenced, excepting perhaps his ballad treatment of the first 
movement of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in g minor. But I was struck by the astonishing mu-
sical construction of two of the many novelty tunes that Goodwin as written for his band, to 
wit, Hunting Wabbits and its sequel, Hunting Wabbits 2 (A Bad Hare Day). Here, the musical 
construction is just so unorthodox and purposely off-the-wall that they clearly exhibit a musi-
cal mind that understands both humor and classical construction. In addition, they’ve become 
popular pieces played by advanced high school bands around the country. 

The first Hunting Wabbits is, perhaps, one of the finest examples of strong musical 
construction wedded to a tremendous sense of humor. Although the Elmer Fudd-Bugs Bunny 
cartoons evidently inspired the title, the theme has nothing to do with any of the scores for 
those Warner Brothers “Looney Tunes.” Rather, what we hear is a rapid, rhythmically stiff 
them in a G minor mode, sounding for all the world like a comic work written and rejected by 
Kurt Weill. After the brief introduction we get the theme, which includes odd and quirkily-
placed upward leaps into the stratosphere by the reeds, followed almost as quickly by a con-
trasting theme, followed by a development section. The bass trombone and regular trombones 
set up a passage in counterpoint, which then suddenly transposes to A major before crashing 
back down to G minor modal. The comic aspects of this music also come from the rapid jux-
tapositions of brass chords, the Weill-like theme and its counterpoint, before a very high C 
from the trumpets leads into an improvised solo. Ironically, this solo, though good, goes on 
too long and disturbs the balance of the composition, which actually resumes afterward in an 
ensemble riff passage played in C minor. This riff is built upon by additional motifs played by 
the saxes and brass, which eventually pull the beat around in imaginative counterpoint; then 
an ensemble brass passage leads back to the wacky theme, now played much louder and more 
aggressively, to the surprisingly quiet finish. 

Hunting Wabbits 2, though taken at the same manic tempo, is built more on minimalist 
lines. Goodwin’s piano introduction (again, in G minor modal) plays repetitive figures, sud-
denly joined by a flute riding above him with an entirely different theme in C major. After an 
out-of-tonality break, the clarinets and flute play a variant on this theme, also in C, which 
eventually becomes more contrapuntal and morphs somewhat before the whole band gets into 
the act playing that C-major theme—until a solo alto sax suddenly switches gears, changing 
the key to F major modal. The odd harmony continues to play with the listener’s mind, sub-
verting expectations and continuing to develop through ensemble passages until the whole 
band is just caught up in the tune and playing with enthusiasm. This time, when the tempo 
breaks it is into a quasi-Latin feel with the soprano sax playing an improvisation above the 
band, and this fits into the overall musical concept much better than the sax solo in the origi-
nal Hunting Wabbits. The Latin beat continues throughout this passage, then falls away into a 
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more conventional 4/4 as the original tune, now transformed into a sort of insane march, re-
turns and dominates the piece through to the end.  

It’s almost a shame that Goodwin’s commercial bent holds him back from exploring 
his more creative side more often. The mind that produced these two little gems must have a 
lot more in store that isn’t being brought to fruition. 

 
Guillermo Klein’s Solar Return Suite 
Argentinean composer-pianist Guillermo Klein (1969 - ) graduated from the Berklee 

College of Music in 1994 and throughout that decade was the resident pianist at Small’s, a 
jazz club in New York. His Wikipedia page notes that although he is known “for his highly 
original harmonic and stylistic concepts, Klein has garnered much respect from the jazz 
community, but little commercial success.” Klein spent most of the early 2000s in Spain and 
Argentina while still occasionally performing in the U.S. In 2006 he was commissioned by 
the MIT Wind Ensemble to write the Solar Return Suite. The recording (issued twice, on two 
different compilations) is the world premiere performance. From 2008 Klein has been a 
member of the jazz faculty at Musikene, the Higher School of Music of the Basque country in 
San Sebastián. 

Judging from the music of the Solar Return Suite, Klein is certainly a major talent. Al-
though the first piece, “Terrenal,” is very short (1:32), it sets the mood very well, beginning 
with a somewhat sad theme in B� minor played by clarinets in the low register, followed by 
horns and trumpets (also in their lower register) playing a bit louder, the key changing to G� 
major as the baritone sax plays a bridge passage, followed by the clarinet over trombone 
chords. A suspended triad with chimes leads into an amazing passage with vibes and chimes 
playing around muted trumpets, then a solo trombone. The tonality becomes more unsettled as 
the volume increases towards the end, leading directly into the second piece, “Pulmón,” 
which starts with solo piano before leading into an unusual theme played by the alto sax. 
Klein is very obviously a tonal composer, albeit one who uses harmonic shifts in a very per-
sonal way, borrowing some techniques from minimalism but not entirely following their lead 
in thematic construction. In fact, one of the most interesting features of this suite is its con-
stant evolution and growth; it is really less of a collection of unrelated pieces so much as a 
continually developing, unified piece of music, and Klein manages to capture the listener’s 
attention and hold it throughout. Soft flutes floating above the ether lead into the end of this 
second part and into the third, “Cátaros,” which begins with an intriguing reed waltz in E� 
minor before the music develops both thematically and harmonically. The key shifts to A mi-
nor but continually leans away from it on both sides of the chromatic spectrum as the theme 
virtually deconstructs before our very ears. Then, aloud and very Latin-sounding theme 
played by the full band, falling away to bitonal chords as a saxophone solos above the fray, 
even when the full band explodes once again. We have now moved away from a thematic 
progression to one involving mood and shifting harmonics as the band becomes louder and 
louder, and we suddenly find ourselves in G major (with muted trumpets in the background 
leaning towards F�). Like very few composers before him, Klein has the gift of combining the 
jazz and classical elements in equal proportion; one is constantly aware of both structure and 
improvisation playing off each other throughout this piece.  

“Between the Lines” is built around counterpoint between the tenor saxophone and 
other winds, with the sax given a cappella lines (written or improvised?) to play as an inter-
lude. The vibes enter, softly, to play counter-lines behind him, creating a fascinating interplay 
that continues for some time. Eventually the sax’s line is developed (and this portion does 
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sound improvised, but I haven’t seen the score) as other instruments continue to come and go 
softly behind and around him. “Platense” surprises us by starting with a chorale-like theme in 
E major, but this eventually morphs as the orchestra opens up like a sunflower, recedes, and 
reopens. Moving towards the last two pieces in this suite, “Camello” sounds the most like a 
jazz combo performance with its piano chords underscoring a sax solo, whereas the finale, 
“Solar Returns (gracias que hay viento),” is almost plaintive in quality, with piano and what 
sounds like chimes behind the saxophone, later with the bass clarinet adding a few notes un-
derneath and the clarinet playing softly on top until the full orchestra slowly opens up in vol-
ume and recedes to allow the suite to end quietly.  

Klein’s sense of lyricism is, perhaps, too subtle for the average listener; the music 
sounds like it should be either minimalist or “neo-classical chamber,” but it is neither, and this 
in-between state, combined with his proclivity towards lyricism, creates an unusual state of 
tension that is increased by the strong sense of classical structure. In short, Klein’s suite is so 
good that less attentive audiences don’t know what to make of it, and in today’s world music 
that cannot fit a predetermined “niche market” is doomed to the sidelines. 

 
Maria Schneider’s Hang Gliding 
Maria Schneider (1960 - ), who studied music theory and composition at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, then earned a Master’s degree at the Eastman School of Music. After leav-
ing Eastman she was hired by Gil Evans as a copyist and assistant, then studied with Bob 
Brookmeyer from 1986 to 1991. She formed her jazz orchestra in 1991 and has been working 
with it ever since.  

Like many younger musicians working in the jazz idiom, Schneider’s music is eclectic 
in style but generally leans towards fusion or New Age jazz. Her one composition that I’ve 
heard that fits into this study is Hang Gliding, written to commemorate her one venture into 
this exhilarating but dangerous sport. Composed and premiered in 2005, I personally prefer 
her 2008 performance in Vienna.  

One of the delightful things about Hang Gliding is its form. Because she was trying to 
convey the exhilaration of jumping off a cliff into the air, the music reflects that state of mind. 
Beginning with a piano vamp whose tempo is divided between one bar of 6/8 and one bar of 
5/8, then repeated, the cymbal washes and tentative alto saxophone insertions indicate her 
probable state of mind before taking the leap; this cat-and-mouse game goes on for some 
time, eventually having the full orchestra join in as the tentative alto melody turns into a full-
fledged theme. In many ways Hang Gliding almost sounds like a retro piece, reflecting the 
aesthetics of the Don Ellis and Stan Kenton bands of the early 1970s. At the point where you 
imagine her leaping into the air (2:52), the music suddenly sounds “suspended” in time, simu-
lating a floating quality. At 3:50 the solid beat disappears as the music truly floats across the 
mind, a solo trumpet underscored by piano and drums playing out of tempo. True, this is gen-
erally descriptive of the event she was reliving while composing, but it works and that is the 
bottom line. In fact, it is probably because Schneider was trying to recreate an actual life 
event in music that it all works so well. The feeling of suspension is also conveyed via long 
held notes (“footballs” in jazz terminology) scored for the high winds. Here, Schneider’s ap-
prenticeship with Gil Evans shows, but instead of scoring the reeds in their lower register, as 
Evans normally did, she splits the scoring depending on the mood she is trying to convey at 
any given moment. Nonetheless, one admires the way she holds the various sections of the 
piece together, even as the soloists (including a very busy and somewhat “outside” tenor 
player (Donny McCaslin) dominates the second half of the piece. At the 9:50 mark, if the lis-
tener started at that point, he or she might be forgiven for thinking this was G.E. Smith and 
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the Saturday Night Live band playing, but heard in context of the entire score even this sec-
tion makes musical sense.  

True, Hang Gliding is not deep music, but it is well written and highly enjoyable, and 
indicative of what Schneider might be capable of if she put her mind to composing in the real 
sense of the word. She certainly has the talent to do so. 

 
The Norwegian Army Band North 
To turn from Schneider’s work to that of the Norwegian Army Band North is to dis-

cover what a band like Schneider’s could be if its leader wrote more pieces like Hang Gliding. 
It’s a bit strange to think of any Army Band other than the U.S. Jazz Ambassadors (a very 
highly trained and dedicated unit of top-flight musicians) playing jazz of this high quality, but 
there you are. A piece like Lars Jansson’s A Rare Italian Bird, with its rich and intelligent 
harmonization, delicately balanced orchestration, and impeccable sense of design and struc-
ture present to us a piece that, like the work of Guillermo Klein, impresses by its sense of de-
sign and subtlety of expression. Moreover, like some of the best jazz of the past (i.e., the work 
of Morton and Challis), one hears the supporting instruments (piano and bass) moving har-
monically with the top line rather than merely supporting it, and both the solos and ensemble 
really swing. These musicians aren’t afraid to show what they can do, and they do it extraor-
dinarily well, particularly the solo clarinetist who dominates so much of the piece. Note, too, 
how as the clarinet solo winds up Jansson too imparts a feeling of rhythmic suspension as a 
transition into the next section of the piece, a piano solo with bass and drums. There is no 
feeling at all of an Army Band in this section, or indeed in any of the music, but of a highly 
trained and dedicated wind band which could very easily be playing opposite the MIT Wind 
Ensemble.  

Enrico Blatti’s arrangement of Leoncavallo’s Prologo and Vesti la giubba is as re-
markable for its lightness of touch as its sense of humor, defusing the emotional baggage of 
the original story and the overtly Italian sense of melodrama to rewrite and recast the piece as 
a structured ballad for orchestra. Nearly everything is written here, even after the bongos sud-
denly emerge and plunge us into Vesti la giubba, although at 3:26 another clarinet solo takes 
off like a bird on the wing, followed by a superb bass solo, as the winds play in and around 
them. The ending, also well constructed, takes us out in a performance more notable for its 
lightness and humor than for its weightiness. 

Yet it is Helga Sveen’s Tanti Saluti…that most impresses us, particularly with its 
wonderfully spread-out structure and clever use of lightness and musical pauses without sacri-
ficing intelligent musical creation. Sveen delves into counterpoint, canon form, and multi-
layered scoring to create a work that continually moves and morphs during its 13-minute du-
ration. One is impressed, once again, with the astute playing of a clarinetist—this seems to be 
one of the few modern jazz orchestras to use clarinet soloists almost exclusively of other 
reeds—and Sveen’s way of taking deceptively jazz-sounding building blocks and creating 
sensible and impressive structures with them. He also provides contrasting lyrical interludes 
using some of the same thematic material in a way that is rare to hear. Also taking a cue from 
Gil Evans but using (again) high wind scoring rather than low, he manages to make the music 
float at times the way Evans did behind Miles Davis. This remarkable method of suspending 
time even as a rhythm section is attempting to keep time behind the ensemble makes for some 
fascinating interplay; by the 7:11 mark, one might be forgiven for thinking they could be lis-
tening to a purely classical piece, at least until the tempo picks up again and soft but insistent 
jazz riffs enter the picture. The jazz beat increases, then falls away again, the tempo sus-
pended somewhat for another clarinet solo. The rhythmic pulse increases, as does the com-
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plexity of the ensemble writing, as Tanti Saluti… moves towards its conclusion. It’s an excel-
lent piece, one that deserves to be studied for its richness and ingenuity. 

 
Bruce Wolosoff 
Composer and pianist Bruce Wolosoff (1955 - ), a graduate of Bard College who also 

attended the New England Conservatory of Music, is another of those remarkable talents who 
seem to bridge the gap between classical and jazz with deceptive ease, reflecting years of 
study and hard work. After graduation Wolosoff moved to New York, where he became one 
of the top young classical pianists, debuting modern works by Richard Danielpour and Char-
lie Banacos. His early experience as a pianist in local jazz and rock bands gave him an inter-
esting perspective on that music as well, which is reflected in his compositions. He has writ-
ten classical works for the famed Eroica Trio and recorder virtuoso Michala Petri, among oth-
ers, but for the purpose of this study we shall focus on some of his jazz-classical hybrid 
works. Wolosoff apparently always wanted to take this path of cross-breeding the music, but 
at one point was discouraged from doing so by one of his teachers “who said I had to choose. 
He thought the rhythm came from a completely different place in the body. I thought he was 
an idiot. He had never even heard Bill Evans!”2 

Celestial Ruby, to my mind, is one of his finest pieces in this idiom. Although it be-
gins softly and slowly, sounding to a certain extent like “neo-classical,” the gentle, almost 
minimal melody holds one’s attention, much like some of the piano pieces of Debussy, until 
at the 2:23 mark he begins a long, slow crescendo, and at 2:40 an almost boogie blues rhythm 
enters the picture, completely changing both the mood and the focus of the work. Wolosoff 
spins out some remarkable and outstanding variations, which may be written but still sound 
jazz-like, and these in turn are embellished and built up in a classical style. Here, the two 
worlds not only meet but are completely integrated, producing a work that continues to build 
and grow through rapid right-hand triplets against a soft, deep, but insistent bass line. It is the 
kind of music that completely draws you in because you simply can’t imagine where it is go-
ing, and when you finally arrive at another gentle, quiet passage, it is almost a surprise—all 
the more so when the piece just suddenly ends in what sounds like the middle of a phrase. 

His four Blues for Piano also reveal a musical mind deeply engrossed in both worlds 
simultaneously—almost, you might say, an American Kapustin, except that his output in this 
genre is much smaller. Nonetheless, Wolosoff has one quality that Kapustin, for all his bril-
liance, lacks, and that is the ability to swing and swing hard. One could almost hear the first of 
these blues without knowing that it was a composition—at least, not until the two-handed 
counterpoint played at around the 1:40 mark—and be impressed and stunned by its brilliance 
in invention. Wolosoff’s second blues really sounds like South Side Chicago, which is about 
as earthy as one can get. In fact, I can almost hear shades of Jimmy Yancey, my all-time fa-
vorite boogie pianist, and the easy gait that Wolosoff achieves here allows him to spin out the 
variants like silver thread from a spool. The third blues, much gentler and almost wistful in 
tone, is a different world entirely, with more space between the notes, and here the trained ear 
hears the composer’s mind at work beneath the deceptive simplicity of the music. The devel-
opment section is really worked out extremely well, yet still allows Wolosoff to lead us back 
to the initial theme when the time comes without being self-conscious. To a certain extent, the 
fourth blues may be the most formal of all, here utilizing a running eighth note bass line in an 
almost formal rhythm (at first), eventually loosening the beat and starting to swing as the vol-
ume slowly increases. At this point, he plays off-rhythm right hand chords which are inter-
                                                
2 Schulslaper, Robert, Bruce Wolosoff: American Eclectic. Fanfare, Vol. 37 No. 1 (September/October 2013). 
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spersed with sprinkles of single notes, eventually bringing both hands together for the final 
ride-out—which again comes to an abrupt end. These are masterful pieces that should be 
learned, and played, by several American pianists. Stop getting involved with dead composers 
from the 18th and early 19th century, and play the contemporary music of your own country! 

Wolosoff’s suite, Many Worlds, is dedicated to the great jazz pianist Jaki Byard (1922-
1999), who Charles Mingus once called the greatest all-around pianist in the world because he 
could play any style of jazz as well as classical music. Byard also played the saxophone, 
trombone, bass, guitar and drums, and was one of Wolosoff’s teachers at the New England 
Conservatory.3 On his Many Worlds CD, Wolosoff included four of them, numbers 2-4 and 6, 
and they are surely among his finest achievements in this field. Very compact in exposition 
and development, they are almost Kapustin-like, tying the exuberance of jazz to a strictly 
formal design. One can easily hear them as etudes in their own right, a more modern and more 
complex counterpart to the Hyman jazz etudes. They also do an excellent job of capturing and 
reflecting Byard’s unique and eclectic style.  The first (No. 2) captures Byard’s exuberance, 
the next (No. 3) his blues side, and No. 4 a sort of smoldering, quiet piece with a blues under-
current. The subtlety of this work is truly unique, and it is also the longest of the four included 
on this recital, shifting moods as Wolosoff doubles the tempo, slows it down again, then sud-
denly veers off in a completely different direction for a few bars. To a certain degree, No. 4 is 
a series of “many worlds” within one piece. At the three-minute mark, just when one thinks 
the music has come to an end, he picks up with another slow yet slightly sinister bass line, 
eventually moving into swirling sixteenth notes that take the music off in an entirely different 
direction before fading into the sunset. The sixth piece takes the listener by surprise with its 
stiffish march-like beat at the outset, but less than 15 seconds into the piece Wolosoff is subtly 
shifting the rhythm around, producing a strange jazz-classical hybrid in itself. The tempo also 
changes with a slow interlude before a few enigmatic staccato chords end it. 

One of the remarkable qualities of Wolosoff’s music is that it neither overstays his 
welcome in any of these pieces nor loses the listener as he moves effortlessly from jazz ex-
pression to classical and back again. This can be heard in his Improvisation on a Ground of 
Purcell, where the left hand plays Henry Purcell and the right plays Wolosoff. At first the mu-
sic sounds more classical than jazz, but at the 12-second mark one can hear him slightly drag-
ging the beat in the right hand figures, and at 35 seconds a blue figure, and we are off! From 
this point on, the ear is endlessly fascinated by the variations he is able to spin out, all of 
which are intelligent as well as fun to hear. It is almost as if each piece he plays is a prism, 
capturing light from several different angles and reflecting it out in an entirely new way.  

 
Stephan König’s jazz Bach 
Outside of the remarkable work of Jacques Loussier in playing jazz Bach, which has 

pretty much intimidated most other jazz musicians from following in his footsteps,4 one of the 
most fascinating albums has been the one by the Stephan König Trio with tenor Martin Pet-
zold. What makes their work here so interesting, first of all, is the inclusion of the vocal line 
                                                
3 In a personal e-mail to the author (May 24, 2015), Wolosoff added, “I studied and hung out with Jaki Byard in 
New York after first meeting him when I was a grad student at New England Conservatory. We used to play for 
each other a lot and we improvised together on two pianos also.” 
4 In 1985 John Lewis of the Modern Jazz Quartet issued his version of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier Book I, 
which received poor reviews all round. Critic Jon Pareles, writing in The New York Times (August 11, 1985), 
said that the result was not “straight classical Bach, swinging Bach or improvisations on Bach tunes, but an odd 
assortment of all three,” complaining that “where things get more complicated, Mr. Lewis cheats. By just play-
ing one line of each fugue, he doesn't rise to the challenge of Bach's polyphony.” 
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in music from the St. John and St. Matthew Passions and various cantatas, sung in a straight 
classical style, around which König and his rhythm section weave their improvisations. In lis-
tening to the results, it is also rather astonishing to hear how much Petzold is enjoying this 
new environment. Despite the fact that he has no jazz training and was not even attempting to 
improvise—his remarks in the CD booklet indicate that he sees himself as Bach’s representa-
tive within the improvised passages—he fits into the surrounding environment surprisingly 
well, slightly modifying the rhythm in his lines to dovetail Bach with König. 

The excerpts from the two Passions are connected by the piano trio, which does not 
stop playing between them, and this too adds to the flow and enthusiasm of these perform-
ances. The excerpt from the St. Matthew Passion, for instance, begins with quiet, well-spaced 
drum beats, followed by the piano playing chords in strict rhythm as Petzold enters. At 1:18 
the improvisation begins, gently at first despite the growing agitation of drummer Wieland 
Götze behind the piano; the drums quiet down to allow König a little space to stretch out, 
which he incredibly continues even when Petzold re-enters. As I say, the rhythmic flexibility 
shown by the tenor adds immeasurably to the overall experience, and he remarkably includes 
all of his written runs and decorations within the vocal line. There is no cheating or making 
Bach “easy” in their approach. This unusual interaction creates a splendid feeling of tension in 
the musical line, and also keeps Bach’s original lines much closer to the jazz work of the trio. 
If anything, the excerpt from the St John Passion is even wilder in feeling, following the 
mood of the text and Bach’s highly dramatic music. My only real complaint in these perform-
ances is that Petzold is recorded very closely indeed, sometimes completely overpowering 
even the drums as the trio plays beneath him, but the cumulative emotional and musical im-
pact of the music is utterly remarkable, and unique in my experience of Bach-influenced jazz. 
At one point the music takes a left turn towards funk-jazz, but König cleverly reels the trio 
back in towards more normal rhythm just in time for the tenor to return. 

The quartet’s work in the two excerpts from the Cantatas chosen here is equally inven-
tive in the way they portion out the music among them and work in and around Bach’s lines. 
König imparts a heavy beat in the bass line of “Falscher Heuchler Ebenbild” from the Cantata 
No. 179, which plays interestingly into the strict rhythm of Petzold’s solo singing. Through 
much of the aria the jazz pulse comes from the bass and drums, although in the middle section 
Petzold suddenly becomes quite busy, playing double time behind the tenor before falling 
back to the heavy chords. One interesting feature of these performances is that the listener is 
scarcely aware of the passing of time, even though most of these performances clock in at 
around five to six minutes in length. That’s how interesting König and Petzold are able to 
make the music. Only “Erfreue dich, Selle, erfreue dich, Herze” from the Cantata No. 21 is 
relatively short, at three minutes, and here the density of the performance (one of the tautest 
on the entire CD) makes it sound roughly the same length as the other pieces. 

There were some critics who did not like König’s approach to jazz Bach, but for the 
life of me I don’t understand their objections. With everything working so well, what is there 
to complain of—other than the fact that the classical snobs would have their knives out for 
them solely on the basis of the fact that they’re jazzing up Bach? 

 
Romain Baud plays Beiderbecke 
I hesitated to include this performance here at this juncture in the book, since it is 

pretty much a straightahead performance of Bix Beiderbecke’s Flashes, a piece written in 
1927 and recorded by others over the years, but to my mind this is the only performance of it 
that fully captures the right feel, the right élan, if you will, of Beiderbecke’s sense of rhythm 
as well as his sense of harmonic progression. Often thought of as the “weak sister” of Bix’s 
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quartet of pieces, Baud manages to pull its somewhat bare and enigmatic themes together in 
such a way that they make musical sense. More interestingly, the way he plays it, it almost 
sounds like contemporary classical-jazz despite its ancient vintage. Like Morton’s Ganjam, it 
is a voice from the musical past asserting its right to be a part of the musical present, and that 
in itself is worthy of consideration. 

 
The musical world of Charles Ruggiero and Joseph Lulloff 
Charles Ruggiero, a member of the music faculty of the College of Music at Michigan 

State University, has taught composition and theory at that institution since 1973. Since 1980 
he has written a number of works for saxophone, and in many of them have fused classical 
and jazz elements. Saxophonist Joseph Lulloff also received his degrees (both Bachelor’s and 
Master’s) at Michigan State, so guess who Ruggiero has written some of his works for? Over 
the years, Lulloff has commissioned some of those saxophone works from Ruggiero, includ-
ing Interplay for soprano sax and piano, the Soprano Saxophone Concerto, Three Blues and 
Dig: JSB I for sax quartet, Boppish Blue-Tinged (a brilliant work to which I commend your 
attention, but for the purposes of this study, I think, a bit too classically oriented) and Night 
Songs and Flights of Fancy for alto sax and piano. To say that their musical partnership has 
been a rich and mutually fruitful one would be an understatement.  

We begin with Night Songs and Flights of Fancy, a suite in four movements. The first 
of them, titled Under Sun and Moon, Come Dance With Me, is one of the most sinuous and 
seductive pieces I’ve ever heard written for that instrument. It’s a shame that Johnny Hodges 
didn’t live long enough to play this piece; it sounds tailor made for his sweet, singing tone. 
(Charlie Parker used to refer to Hodges as the “Lily Pons” of the alto sax.) Indeed, it sounds 
so much like one of Ellington’s finest creations for Hodges that it is only in the somewhat 
more adventurous harmony that one realizes it is not. The (very) gentle jazz rhythm that 
comes into the piece at the two-minute mark spurs Lulloff to some of his most remarkable 
playing, lightly skimming the beat while maintaining a perfectly centered tone. Following 
this, sax and piano interact with each other in the development section: this is clearly well-
thought-out, inspired music, with the piano part (played here by Jun Okada) getting into the 
syncopations to disrupt the placid atmosphere before the alto sax comes back in. Ruggiero’s 
method of fragmenting the music and allotting certain parts of it to the piano and other parts 
to the saxophone is ingenious and works brilliantly. The piece ends as quietly as it began.  

The second piece, Late-Nite Romp, On and Off the Tracks, starts off with a slow blues 
rhythm played by the pianist, with Lulloff playing either a note on the edge of his reed or a 
chord (playing one note, humming another), but so softly that it is not entirely clear. This note 
or notes shifts once upward, then back down again before Lulloff starts a nice, lilting melody 
that morphs into strong piano chords followed by an almost raunchy outburst by the saxist. 
Then the piano part increases in speed, as does the saxist, and what is remarkable here is that 
some of the latter’s playing almost sounds a bit like Ornette Coleman—then back to the gentle 
rocking rhythm of the opening with the soft chords on the sax, which take us to the end. 

The third piece, Shaw’s Mare, is one of the strangest pieces in this genre. An even 
slower blues (sort of) than Late-Nite Romp, it again starts with what sounds like Lulloff play-
ing soft chords above equally soft piano. When the saxist does start playing, it is in the alto’s 
lower register, sounding dusky and almost like a bassoon. With the pianist simply feeding 
chords in a vamp with occasional right-hand sprinkles, the focus is on the reed player and his 
almost abstract lines. It is a piece that never really seems to develop per se, but still holds 
one’s interest from first note to last. It is, quite simply, hypnotic. 
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The finale, titled Stars and Moon Aglow, Illuminating Exotic Nights, starts with the pi-
anist playing a sort of Latin-boogie beat, either in 7/4 or alternating one bar of 4/4 with one of 
3/4. Here, however, Lulloff’s playing is cool but harmonically modern, something like an alto 
version of Tony Scott’s clarinet playing. Double-time runs break up the rhythm, then the sax-
ist holds long notes while the piano adds sprinkles of sound around him. A remarkable pas-
sage follows in which Lulloff plays very, very softly, almost sotto voce if you will, after 
which the two instruments almost seem to be engaged in a duo-improvisation, though it is all 
written out. The tempo doubles for both instruments, and we are plunged into a quirky yet 
fascinating development section, oddly enough sounding not too far removed from Paul 
Schoenfield’s Café Music, only with more advanced harmonies. There’s also something about 
this piece that sounds very 1940s to me…I get the feeling that, somewhere along the way, 
Ruggiero was a fan of bebop, even though the development is strictly conceived and the piece 
(and suite) ends with a delicate little clink of the piano and chirp of the alto. 

Moving on to the six-part suite Chobim, we hear the alto sax and piano joined by a 
bassoon. Surely this is a strictly classical piece, right? Well, no, because rather than hold back 
the rhythmic acuity of Lulloff on alto and (in this case) Deborah Moriarty on piano, Ruggiero 
forces bassoonist Michael Kroth to lean in the direction of jazz rhythm, not the other way 
round. But of course it is extremely difficult to get a bassoon to swing (even Frank Trumbauer 
had trouble with the instrument back in the 1920s), so Ruggiero is kind enough to allow that 
instrument to “follow” the piano and alto sax, who at one point weaves his own music around 
the bassoon lines. In comparison to Night Songs, Chobim is rather more formal in structure; 
here the jazz elements are subtler, albeit still present to listeners who have the ears to hear. 
Part two, titled “Nocturne – Etude – One Note Samba,” starts off so strictly classical that one 
wonders where the samba, let alone the jazz, is; but it is still a fascinating piece, in which Lul-
loff holds one note more or less throughout while the bassoon plays a dolorous theme and the 
piano seems to trail behind with occasional soft chords. In the third section, titled “Bossa 
Nova Sentimental,” we get a true bossa nova beat played by the piano as Lulloff plays a 
beautiful, sinuous theme above it and bassoonist Kroth fills in, although this is one moment 
when I would have liked to hear Lulloff do a bit of a Stan Getz imitation. Even so, the music 
is melodic enough and so well written that I think even Mr. Jelly Lord would have liked it. 

The fourth piece, “Nocturne – Changing Topics,” starts out with a briefly lively motif 
but quickly shifts to slow, sinuous music played by the pianist. Indeed, the pianist dominates 
the proceedings with this quiet sort of music, adding some rhythmic shifts around the 1:55 
mark, following which it is the bassoon that joins it first playing a melodic figure, following 
which the tempo increases somewhat and the alto plays a sly and quirky figure in the upper 
range. The pianist gets into a bit of a jazz groove, and the bassoonist, too, is forced to swing a 
bit. The movement thus takes on the feeling of three musicians in a club, playing for each 
other rather than for the public, exploring interactions and enjoying the encounter. Happily, 
too, pianist Moriarty gets into the spirit of the music, and by the 4:40 mark Lulloff is swing-
ing rather nicely. We then slow down the tempo again for more quiet music as the piece 
moves towards its conclusion.  

Part five, “Bossa à la Brubeck,” is one of the most delightful pieces in Ruggiero’s oeu-
vre, mixing early Brubeck (all those complex chords he learned from Milhaud and put in his 
Octet music) with his later self (the love of Latin rhythms and chunky piano chords), above 
which Lulloff soars almost with the ease and tone of a clarinetist, playing intricate double-
time runs in and around the piano part. In some passages Kroth plays harmony beneath him; 
in others, he seems to be stuck in a sort of slower ground bass mode while Lulloff runs rings 
around him. This is the shortest piece of the suite, and it ends quickly. 
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The last piece, “Waltz – Three Souls in Perfect Time,” is by far the wittiest in this 
suite. Here, Ruggiero delights in juxtaposing the airy, elegantly swinging alto sax against the 
almost grumbling bassoon, who is evidently trying to swing in his own lines but sounds more 
like an audience member with little sense of rhythm trying to swing with the band onstage. 
Nonetheless, the way Ruggiero writes this music gives the bassoon a more prominent and 
continuous part in the evolving structure than ever before, including swirling upward runs in 
16th notes played with the alto in perfect thirds; and, later, odd grumbling trills in the lower 
register while the alto continues to soar. The piano, at one point, sounds as if it has lost its 
way but quickly recovers to repeat the quirky opening rhythm while the reeds play above it. 
It’s such a pleasure to hear a composer with wit and humor in his music; too often they, and 
we, take things so seriously that we forget that sometimes music is meant to be enjoyed as 
well as analyzed and dissected. Here is a piece that invites all three. Towards the end, the 
writing for alto and bassoon diverges ever so slightly, as if one or the other has lost his way in 
the piece, but they manage to find each other again as the music rides off into the sunset. 

 
A Day Off with Henry Threadgill 
As is so often the case when jazz-classical hybrids are written and recorded by jazz 

musicians, jazz critics have no idea how to respond to them. Such was the case with Henry 
Threadgill’s album with the band Zooid, and in particular the piece A Day Off. Beginning in 
3/4 time but with a quirky beat distribution, the piece sounds like a standard Threadgill jazz 
work from the outset (although the words “standard jazz work” and “Threadgill” really don’t 
go together), but very quickly we begin to lose our way rhythmically as the music becomes 
more and more complex, an acoustic guitar playing over the bass line while a cello plays 
softly in the right channel. Is the guitar line a theme or an improvisation? Only Threadgill 
knows for sure, but the music continues to develop and wend its way along as the rhythm sec-
tion, which includes a tuba, merrily fractures time beneath it. At about 2:43 the guitar really 
begins to develop the theme, and this time it sounds very classical in structure if not in rhythm 
or instrumentation. When Threadgill enters on alto sax, there is a five-way musical conversa-
tion between him, the cello, the tuba, the guitar and the drums, all putting their own notes into 
the mixture but somehow coalescing. It is a brilliant piece, and a bit sad that the other pieces 
on the album, though very fine jazz, aren’t quite in the same class structurally. 

 
Jacques Loussier: one more time 
Loussier’s second violin concerto, which premiered in 2006, was the result of a com-

mission from the Menuhin Foundation. Perhaps, as a tip to the founder’s fondness for Indian 
music, it included a prominent part for the tabla while also giving many opportunities to the 
solo violinist to improvise. Thus the excellent Polish violinist Adam Kostecki, who recorded 
both concertos for the Naxos label in 2011, had a considerable challenge to bear in his per-
formance of it.  

But to a certain extent, it was Loussier himself who set himself the challenge of writ-
ing this specific sort of concerto in the first place. The introduction of the tabla automatically 
specified a bent towards a synthesis of Indian music, which one would not immediately asso-
ciate with Loussier. As it turns out, the first movement immediately grabs one’s attention with 
a stabbing string chord in G minor, following which the violas play a repetitive staccato motif 
on the open fifth for four bars; when Kosticki enters, with the tabla playing underneath him, 
the music almost sounds more Sephardic than Arabic, with hints of klezmer in the writing, 
and the violin continues in this vein, with occasional interjections from the orchestra (and a 
few brief key changes) until the 1:25 mark, at which point Kostecki is called upon to play a 
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jazz solo. He accomplishes this very well, actually, with a feeling for the jazz pulse that one 
would not ordinarily expect from a Polish classical string player, and from this point to the 
end of the movement the rhythm is much looser, at least until the coda at 3:10. The tabla part, 
incidentally, is almost always in the background, more in the nature of sound color than a real 
participant in the proceedings. 

The second movement is entirely different in character: not only slow but sinuous and 
almost a bit eerie. The string section plays the theme, then at the 52-second mark they shift to 
a relaxed 6/8 with doubled up rhythms on the second and fifth beats of each measure as the 
soloist enters, playing a plaintive theme. Here Loussier falls back on classical models; there is 
no improvisation to speak of, although there are variations at the 3:25 mark, and no tabla, ei-
ther, but at the 4:17 mark he has the violas playing on the edge of their strings in a very quirky 
passage. The final section of this movement almost has the feel of a Baroque concerto grosso, 
with various portions of the string section playing against each other as the soloist continues. 
An extended violin cadenza, again sounding Sephardic, follows this, with the third movement 
starting without a break. This movement also starts off like a conventional concerto move-
ment, albeit at a breakneck tempo, with the soloist flying around his instrument as the tabla 
tries furiously to keep up. By the one-minute mark Loussier seems to have the solo violinist 
playing in a style halfway between jazz and klezmer once again: the solo part here gives one 
the odd feeling of hearing Stéphane Grappelli playing Hora Staccato with variations. As the 
concerto comes to the end, it is in a whirlwind of sound, with the soloist playing frenetically 
high in the upper stratosphere. 

It’s always a pleasure to hear the work of a fine composer who understands both 
worlds and knows how to balance them, and one can only hope that, despite his advanced age, 
Loussier may have another concerto up his sleeve. 

 
Geoff Sheil 
Geoff Sheil, a young Irish composer living and working in the Washington, D.C. area 

at the time of writing, has written in a variety of styles including contemporary chamber mu-
sic, jazz and electronic music. His Four Movements for Jazz Ensemble & String Quartet, he 
told me via e-mail, is an early work played here by the University of South Florida Jazz En-
semble. I hesitated to include it because it is an early work and although the performance is 
good, it sounds a bit hesitant at times and is not too well recorded, but as I told Sheil, what 
really impressed me was the way he balanced the classical and jazz elements in equal propor-
tion, and that is something that always impresses me with any composer who attempts this 
sort of fusion. 

A soft, sustained, ominous-sounding G begins the first movement, the fifth of the ini-
tial key of C minor, which then leads into an introductory passage played by the winds, which 
then builds up via arpeggios to a great volume. The tension is broken by the piano trio which 
underpins the jazz ensemble, with the reeds and low trumpets playing the initial theme, fol-
lowed by the string quartet in the background. As the music develops, one is aware of a num-
ber of changes in key and texture before we settle into a quirky but lyrical theme in F major. 
At this point the piece almost sounds like a conventional big-band piece, including a plaintive 
alto sax solo over the rhythm section, but the underlying structure of the piece, although sub-
tle, is clearly based on classical principles. An intriguing passage in which the winds play off 
each other comes and goes, then a full-out jazz interlude with a soprano sax solo, followed by 
another remarkable passage in which the massed ensemble plays bitonal figures loudly behind 
the soloist. Then, at 6:37, the mood and structure completely shift as the clarinets begin a 
staccato ostinato figure with soft brass punctuations on the off-beats. Then the saxes and other 
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reeds begin another theme over this rhythm. This interesting rhythmic interplay continues for 
some time, with a development section beginning at 7:43. Sheil obviously has a good feel for 
this type of composition; an electric guitar solo is heard as the rhythm relaxes into a swinging 
4, but in the second chorus low staccato brass again plays interjections around him. Key shifts 
come and go; the music seems to come to a stop at 10:35, but this turns out to be merely a 
suspension leading into the coda. At last we hear the string quartet clearly, but not for long as 
we hear a burst of brass and percussion. Curiously, the movement ends softly with the piano, 
a solo clarinet, and the strings. 

The second movement, though marked Scherzo, begins softly with an ostinato figure 
played by the solo bass as the winds play around it, not moving into a proper theme until the 
30-second mark and then almost tentatively with a “tuneless” tune. Not until after a bass 
clarinet break do we hear the principal theme of the movement, a somewhat quirky and elu-
sive tune in B� major. Sheil evidently has fun working with fragmentary thematic material, 
but is clever enough to be able to make something out of it almost every time. As the tenor 
sax plays a solo, the string quartet is finally given something substantial to do, weaving in and 
around it along with the flutes. The tempo slows down for a brief interlude, then the clarinets 
and flutes play above the other reeds as the tempo slowly picks up again and Sheil develops 
the music right into a piano solo that slowly decrescendos to the end. 

The third movement is a Passacaglia, working from an initial brass theme into the rest 
of the ensemble—once again, developed in strict classical style but never forsaking the jazz 
feel, primarily through the rhythm section. Sheil has a wonderful long view of his music. No 
matter how fragmentary his themes may sound or how many themes he may juxtapose within 
a movement, he never loses sight of where he wants to go, which sustains interest. Here, too, 
the string quartet again figures prominently (sadly, in this performance they are slightly out of 
tune). Sheil is also able to keep the jazz and classical elements of his music in perfect equi-
poise; but of course, by 2010 he had a long line of such works to draw on, whereas the pio-
neers in this field, like Dana Suesse, Bohuslav Martinů, Alexander Tsfasman, Rolf Lieber-
mann and Fred Katz were working from a “clean slate,” so to speak.  

The final movement begins with a soft shuffle rhythm on the drums, followed by a 
mid-tempo tune played softly by the clarinets. There is some nice counterpoint here, as well 
as interesting harmonic changes and a brief outburst at 1:50. By the three-minute mark Sheil 
almost seems to be in the territory of Arabic music, albeit briefly, moving into a lyrical alto 
sax solo over soft brass at 3:31. A fascinating passage for high winds and strings is heard at 
4:12, after which another alto solo, first over tenor sax and trombones and then with the string 
quartet playing above them. It is an unusually gentle way of finishing out this piece, yet it 
works, largely due to Sheil’s fine grasp of balance and structure. 

Judging from this work, I would think that Sheil has a very bright future ahead of him. 
I hope he never loses his evident enthusiasm for jazz-classical hybrids. 

 
Sophie Dunér 
Nowhere else in this study have I discussed or quoted liner notes for any release, but 

this is one case where I feel that to do so explains a lot about the music you will hear and read 
about. First, there was an essay by the album’s producer, Michael Haas: 

 
Ordinarily, I turn down requests to work with jazz musicians. I’m not a jazz musi-
cian myself and can’t see what I could possibly offer. In the past, however, I have 
been interested in the creativity that certain classically trained jazz musicians bring 
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to their own compositions…One of these is certainly Sophie Dunér. When she first 
sent me an album with some of her works and ideas for comments I was impressed at 
how individual her musical ideas sounded…most profoundly as a composer. The 
sound-world we meet with Dunér is one of the most hybrid of all: it combines the 
quintessentially classical string quartet with what I would describe as “jazz art-
song”…this is not passive “lounge lizard” music no matter what it may flirtatiously 
evoke from time to time. 
 

And this, from Dunér herself: 
 

I don’t hesitate to say that this project has been one of the most exciting musical ad-
ventures that I have ever experienced, a main factor being that my eternal obsession 
with recording with strings finally came to an end…There was a great deal of risk 
involved, considering it was the second time I ever recorded with a string quar-
tet…However, for me, risk is a musically very positive thing as it stimulates creativ-
ity. In fact, there was absolutely no reason to worry, as I had the special privilege of 
dealing with a top-level and highly talented ensemble, The Callino Quartet…and two 
of the most qualified and classy people in the business, producer Michael Haas and 
engineer Neil Hutchinson. 
 

I use these quotes to indicate how the album came about, and how fortunate Dunér 
was that 1) she was able to get a grant to fund the rehearsals and recording, 2) she was lucky 
to procure the services of a first-class string quartet to accompany her, and 3) Michael Haas 
liked her work well enough to issue a first-class final product (the CD also includes an Adobe 
file with the lyrics to all the songs as well as full scores, which are invaluable for the truly 
musical listener to follow how Dunér put these pieces together), and then enough promotion 
to get her work out into the world. Yet as is so often the case with jazz-classical hybrids of 
this high a level, the CD received glowing reviews (including one from me), sold a few hun-
dred copies, and then got stuck in the time warp of Never-Never-Land. It is still, as of this 
writing, available for sale as well as for streaming on YouTube.  

I chose 10 of the 19 songs from the album solely because I felt that these 10 numbers 
represent the best of Dunér’s work in blending jazz and classical styles. Interestingly, her 
rhythms are almost always on the jazz side, her string arrangements lean more towards the 
classical side, and her vocals constantly seem to be jumping back and forth between the two 
worlds. Although Dunér’s voice has something of a soprano tone, it is actually a mezzo in 
range…in fact, her scores indicate mezzo-soprano. Her tone is clear and her vocal flexibility 
exceptional. The only drawback to me, as an English-speaking listener, is that her diction is 
not very clear. Like many European artists singing in English, she has a tendency to swallow 
her consonants, but with the lyrics available that is less of a detriment to one’s enjoyment. 

We begin with Kairo, a song with lyrics that begin with the title of Leonard Cohen’s 
Dance Me to the End of Love, but then continue in an entirely different vein: “I see you danc-
ing endlessly / Around this town of mystery, / and if you want to come dance with me / The 
dance of love in Kairo.” And the music is indeed strange; even from the outset, we hear the 
first violin playing C above middle C – E below – C and E again in the first bar, while the 
second violin is playing repeated D�s above middle C on beats one and three; the viola play-
ing B� below middle C on beats 2 and 4, and the cello playing an entirely different motif in 
half notes: D� below low C, A� above that, then in the second bar E� above middle C to the 
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same A� below it; third bar B below low C and the A�. This sets up a steady pulse but a 
strange atonal atmosphere into which Dunér pours her voice and lyrics, and in fact when she 
enters the string quartet score becomes even more fragmentary, giving the instruments iso-
lated notes to play (the two violins and viola, for instance, just playing on the last beat of the 
first two bars of the vocal, then shifting to beats 2 and 4, while the cello’s rhythm constantly 
changes and the harmony remains unsettled). In this way Dunér subverts expectations and 
continually crosses boundaries. There are fewer notes here than in any single bar of 
Gershwin’s An American in Paris, that well-loved piece of claptrap no better written than 
Ferde Grofé’s Grand Canyon Suite or Don Gillis’ comic Symphony No. 5 ½, but it is infi-
nitely richer in content and better music. What is interesting in Kairo, as in most of these 
songs, is that the vocal line (not counting those moments of improvisation) is relatively 
straightforward both rhythmically and melodically. Dunér works her magic in the string quar-
tet writing, which is entirely different from the method used by Turtle Island. Probably know-
ing that most string quartets aren’t jazz oriented and don’t know how to swing, Dunér con-
stantly inflects the vocal line with jazz style, leaving the quartet to do what they do. 

A similar treatment is given to all the songs on this album, In the introduction to The 
Plot, for instance, written in 7/4 time at q = 107, the first violin plays half note on D� above 
middle C, then a quarter and another half on the same pitch, followed by a half note on the B 
below C; The second violin is silent; the viola plays a similar pattern but omitting the quarter-
note B� while the cello plays a rising melody in quarter notes. Here the tonality is quite nor-
mal at first, being in E� major, shifting to B� minor just before the vocal begins. This is a bal-
lad with strange, almost hateful lyrics: “I hate that grin upon your chin / Your face turning 
slowly green / Oh how I feel you so grotesque.” In Marionettes, composed in 4/4 at a rhythm 
of  q = 120, the music is more bitonal and the rhythm constantly displaced by sharply ac-
cented notes by the strings on beats 2 and 4 of each beat. She even has her scat solo notated in 
the score. Thus we can hear how within the framework of “conventional” jazz tune, Dunér 
carefully balances all of her elements to produce a cohesive whole. 

The City of My Dreams, in waltz tempo, again plays with the harmony—note particu-
larly the first “Interlude” beginning at bar 23—as well as the rhythm, adding extra beats be-
tween the melodic line where one least expects them. This is very complex music, far beyond 
what one would reasonably expect from a “mere” jazz singer, and shows a high degree of so-
phistication. In this song, despite all the rhythmic and harmonic shifts, the string quartet 
sounds relatively normal, i.e. classical, behind Dunér. Aurora, a piece in 5/4, a soft “walking” 
tempo is set up in the introduction, and when the singer enters she plays further with the beat, 
shifting it around slightly. There’s a somewhat sad sound in this E� minor tune, reflected in 
the lyrics which are among Dunér’s finest: “Silently, whispering in my sleep / Is the closest to 
truth I’ll ever get / Things are not what they seem to be / Drunks and children give you hon-
esty / She walks like an angel / Writes poems soft and sweet.” 

Needless to say, Dunér has a field day with Thelonious Monk’s Well You Needn’t. 
From the very first bar here, she is engaged with the string quartet, singing a scat vocal above 
them, the voice used as an instrument. Then, when she reaches the tune proper, she accents 
the beats and growls like a jazz trumpeter. Some of the most remarkable string writing on the 
entire album also occurs in this song, where at the 57-second mark (bar 33) the first violin is 
screaming in the upper register with the voice; then, after a scat vocal, there is an extraordi-
nary passage for the strings playing without Dunér. Red Sailor Girl, another piece in 3/4 time 
(at the rapid pace of q = 115), features the quartet playing in an odd rhythm with the viola ini-
tially taking the lead, in D� minor modal. In this song the musical writing and rhythmic dis-
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placement even affects the vocal line, making it more of a quintet piece for strings and voice 
than a song with string quartet accompaniment. Silent Revolution begins with only the cello 
playing an eighth-note motif for eight bars in a rocking rhythm (the second and third eighth 
notes in each group are tied) before the voice enters; in fact, you hear no other instrument un-
til bar 17 when the first violin comes in playing half notes and quarters in a melodic line that 
complements the vocal line. The rest of the quartet only enters at bar 25. Here again, despite 
some interesting lyrics (“See me with a smile so fixed on my face / It is so good, it is so sad / 
Slicing my heart back to reality”), it is essentially a musical creation, setting a mood and sus-
taining it.  

The intro to Why sets up an edgy, almost sinister intro in E minor with the first violin 
and viola playing repetitive eighths while the cello plays quarters (the second violin is initially 
silent). As the vocal line progresses, the strings comment on it with strange stabbing figures, 
some of the notes with accent marks on them and others with the elongation mark (a short 
dash), and Dunér here even throws in some very specific upbow and downbow markings in 
the score for the first violin at bar 11, with a quartet Interlude starting at bar 17, a variant on 
the opening intro. All things being equal, this is one of the most remarkable pieces on the CD, 
constantly creating tension that is never realty released—note, for instance, the sharply-etched 
triplets played by the violins in the final moments of the tune. Arms Against Reality, another 
piece in 3/4, almost has a 4/4 feel to it thanks to Dunér’s unusual rhythmic displacement for 
the strings: one bar of dotted eighths and sixteenths (played by the first violin) followed by a 
bar of a half note tied to a dotted eighth, followed by a sixteenth, while the viola and cello 
play a steady diet of eighth notes pianissimo. The 3/4 beat only really asserts itself when the 
vocal begins, although even here she plays with the listener, shifting temporarily to 2/4 every 
so often (e.g., in bars 13, 18 and 28, the latter just prior to an unusual and well-written instru-
mental interlude between bars 29 and 36). Thus does Dunér keep the listener off-kilter 
throughout this piece.  

It’s a shame that so many reviews of this CD, even many of the positive ones, failed to 
grasp the musical implications. Sophie Dunér has here provided a matrix for jazz-classical 
vocal writing in the new millennium, a means of presenting the singing voice in a context that 
could work within a jazz oratorio or opera. These tracks bear repeated concentrated listening. 

 
The John Yao Quintet 
Of course there are several jazz groups who, over the past 30 years, have experi-

mented with fusing classical form with jazz, and if I have omitted a few that may belong here 
I apologize, but there was a lot of territory to cover here. Trombonist John Yao (1977 - ) led 
one of several interesting small jazz groups in the new millennium that occasionally crossed 
over into formal or structured jazz, of which I have selected two good examples. Funky Sun-
day begins with a bass solo over percussion, after which the horns enter playing smeared fig-
ures over held organ chords: this is very Mingus-influenced music, slithery and played be-
tween tonalities. An organ break leads directly into Yao’s trombone solo, and the pulse 
throughout is so complex that it is difficult to pin down without a score. The “development” 
occurs in the extended trombone/organ dialogue that follows, the music becoming quite com-
plex (and mostly improvised). In the bass solo one hears a repeated motif, and here at last one 
can feel the pulse: it is in 7/8 time. The smeared melodic figure of the opening returns as the 
bass continues underneath; the alto saxophone improvises above the fray, then they play a 
rhythmic figure based on the bass line, and out. 
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For NDJ starts with a trombone figure over percussion in what sounds like 5/4 time, 
very lyrical, following which the trombone and alto sax play chorded figures over electric pi-
ano, bass and drums. Then the pianist pays a solo, following which the trombone and alto play 
in counterpoint to one another as the melodic line continues. Their second chorus sounds like 
a development of this theme, with the alto becoming quite busy; then a duo-improvisation, in 
such a manner that the trombone remains “inside” while the sax player switches to soprano 
and plays much more “outside” jazz. It is a remarkable piece, well developed and at least as 
good as anything written by any classical composer working within short forms. The bassist, 
now playing an extended improvised solo, finds his own way through the music while the 
electric piano continues behind him. The alto sax returns over the bass, later joined by the 
trombone, to ride things out. 

 
UK’s Mega Mega Saxophones 
Some very interesting things have been going on at the University of Kentucky with 

their Wind Ensemble, directed by John Cody Maxwell, and their various saxophone ensem-
bles directed by saxist Miles Osland and his wife, Lisa. It may shock some people to consider 
that Lisa is as much a dynamo as her husband, but this is the case; in fact, Lisa is not only a 
Professor of Saxophone but also director of the Saxophone Ensembles (such as the Saxophone 
Quartet) at the University, while Miles is also a Professor of Saxophone and director of Jazz 
Studies.  

Among the compositions that Miles Osland had commissioned for the saxophone is 
Mike Mower’s Concerto Maxo Mosso in two very busy and compact movements. Discussing 
a previous Mower work (Concerto for Alto Sax and Wind Ensemble) in an online interview 
with Jeff Worley, Osland explains some of his technical innovations like “altissimo”: “It’s a 
way to get an octave or two above what’s thought to be the highest range of the saxophone.” 
Mower and Osland, accomplished this by “voicing” the embouchure—“the positioning and 
use of the lips, tongue and bottom jaw pressure—along with unique fingerings.” In this same 
article, Osland is quoted as saying that “This concerto is probably the most demanding piece 
of music I’ve ever attempted—the hardest to research, develop, practice, and perform…But 
one way I think about the experience is, all the new ways I went about practicing and learning 
the piece will be reflected now in how I teach. So my students will be the ultimate beneficiar-
ies.”5 And Mower (1958 - ), as a composer, has also followed an unorthodox route: he studied 
classical flute at the Royal Academy of Music in London, after which he learned the saxo-
phone and clarinet and founded the jazz sax quartet Itchy Fingers. Since 1985 he has per-
formed in a number of venues both as a soloist and with his quartet, working with such fa-
mous musicians as Gil Evans, Flora Purim and Airto Moreira. He has played in rock venues 
with Tina Turner as well as writing works for the BBC Big Band and Radio Orchestra, the 
NDR Radio Big Band and the Stockholm Jazz Orchestra. 

Listening to the concerto is an almost overwhelming experience. It starts, oddly and 
quietly, with a flute question mark and a clarinet response, after which the two winds play a 
brief duet before the winds of the ensemble enter a few at a time. The music is developed 
along classical lines for a spell, but then a saxophone quartet enters, playing music much 
closer to jazz, but the neo-classical feel of the pulse comes back to dominate the proceedings 
for some time, although Mower uses the high winds to punctuate the music in a way similar to 

                                                
5 Worley, Jeff: Miles Osland: Packing a Mean Sax (UK Odyssey, Fall 2005 issue) 
http://www.research.uky.edu/odyssey/fall05/osland.html 
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that used by such 1940s pioneers as Paul Laval and Shep Fields. When the percussion section 
enters, the beat becomes a bit more definite and jazz-like, but there are interludes at a slower 
tempo scattered in the mix. The saxophone group then begins to work through the develop-
ment section, the rhythm becomes almost Latin, and we seem to be in the midst of a jazz 
rhumba. At this point things become extremely involved, with counterpoint flying around the 
score, until the five-minute mark when things suddenly quiet down again. The flute question 
and clarinet reply are reiterated, then the two instruments chatter to one another as the music 
draws to a close. 

The second movement begins with a pensive clarinet figure, followed by solo saxes 
which then coalesce into a group; a piano interlude leads to other winds entering, playing a 
tone cluster, as the keyboardist plays around them. The next wind section sounds very Gil Ev-
ans-ish, but is quickly followed by a chattering group of saxes playing a quirky theme that 
continues with variants for some time. Like so many modern jazz composers, Mower intro-
duces some “fun” elements into his music, including a quasi-rock beat at one point. At one 
point, the music almost sounds like background for a movie or TV show, but he quickly 
morphs into much more complex writing. At the four-minute mark the tempo relaxes, things 
quiet down, and the reeds play a different, complex figure over percussion that shifts and 
changes, with downward, swirling sixteenths at one point. The last section of the concerto, 
beginning at the 5:10 mark, almost sounds like a rock beat but not quite, as Mower uses 
asymmetric figures to throw the listener off. Although a bit on the flashy side, the Concerto 
Maxo Mosso is a piece clearly written for listeners to enjoy, not just an academic piece to be 
studied in a conservatory setting. 

We then move on to Gordon’s Goodies, a pastiche of some of Gordon Goodwin’s best 
tunes including Huntin’ Wabbits (compare their version here with sound clip #1205), arranged 
for saxophone quintet by Miles Osland and Austin Pence. Played without a rhythm section or 
any other support, the quintet has to create its own beat in the manner of the World Saxo-
phone Quartet. Although there is no question that their technique is fine and they swing, as a 
jazz ensemble they are a bit overmatched by the WSQ…but then, so is everyone else in the 
world. Within the parameters they have set for themselves, they do a fine job and the pastiche 
points up just how good a composer Goodwin really is. 

The next work is by jazz pianist and composer Raleigh Dailey, also a faculty member 
at UK, who gained his education at the Kent State and the Universities of North Texas and 
Kentucky. Having performed with the likes of Doc Severinsen, Joe Lovano, Howard Levy, 
Tom Scott, Bill Watrous and Wycliffe Gordon (among others), he currently works as Assis-
tant Professor of Jazz Studies at UK were he teaches jazz piano and directs large and small 
jazz ensembles. He has written many jazz, classical and hybrid works for a number of organi-
zations and venues, and his Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano is performed here with 
himself at the keyboard and Miles Osland on the alto. 

Compared to the works just examined, this sonata is a very serious work and not in the 
category of “fun” music. Initially in A minor, the first movement opens with a rather sinister-
sounding sustained low E on the piano. After what sounds like an interlude, the alto saxo-
phone enters playing the same notes before moving into the initial theme which grows out of 
this. Now the music sounds more modal than tonal, but the sense of mystery and gravitas re-
mains, even when the tempo doubles and then, in Dailey’s piano break, quadruples. Although 
there are elements of jazz here in certain turnaround phrases, the music in this movement 
leans much more heavily towards classical models. The music is not particularly dense, but it 
is seriously conceived and holds one’s attention through his strict application of classical 
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principles. At about 4:35, one hears the alto playing what sounds like an improvisation over 
the piano part, but without having seen a score it’s difficult to say if this is composed or not. 
(So many modern composers of hybrid music, like Kapustin, are so well versed in jazz that 
they can write passages that sound improvised even though they are not.) Eventually, the ta-
bles are turned, and it is the piano part that sounds improvised while the saxophone pays deli-
cate musings above it. The two instruments come together for a fairly serious march to the 
finish line, albeit one that doubles in tempo and sounds for all the world like one of Lennie 
Tristano’s early 1950s experiments with Lee Konitz. 

The second movement, subtitled “Black Swan,” maintains the same pensive and unset-
tled mood as the first, but thanks to continual and subtle rhythmic shifts maintains more of a 
jazz feel. Some of this is also due to Dailey’s chord progressions, which are typically those of 
a jazz and not a classical composer. And here the alto saxist is asked to bend and slur notes, 
something no classically-trained saxist would be able to do with the same degree of rhythmic 
looseness. There is a brief cadenza-like passage at the 2:10 mark, which now sounds very 
much like jazz, with Dailey maintaining a steady pulse underneath. The pianist then plays his 
own extempore passage, doubling the time in the right hand while maintaining the initial 
pulse in the left, which gives one the odd impression of a left-handed classical pianist playing 
along with a right-handed jazz performer! Eventually the alto returns to finish the phrase; 
then, after a pause, a sax cadenza (with bent notes) followed by a return to the initial mood. 
The piano and sax revisit the first theme with some variants and ride it out in a series of 
crushed piano chords. 

The third movement, “Dancing,” begins with a little motto—really just a flourish—
played first by the alto and then by the piano. After a pause, the alto plays a very quirky bito-
nal theme, which then straightens out a bit when the piano enters, but the alto then plays odd 
flourishes around the piano line. By 1:39 into the movement, the piano is playing loud stac-
cato chords. After a pause, the saxophone plays an a cappella passage (not really a cadenza, 
but perhaps a quasi-cadenza) that ends in a cacophony of sound as the piano re-enters; the 
music really becomes wild at this point. A piano trill induces an alto sax trill; the two instru-
ments then turn the trills into bitonal flourishes before the saxophone leads the piano into a 
strongly rhythmic passage and the development section. Despite the fact that this movement 
runs over five minutes, its searing emotionality and dramatic content make it seems shorter. 
The also saxist growls into his instrument, the piano plays strong figures behind him, then 
they both come to a close on an A minor chord. 

We now turn to the Saxophone Quartet by John Carisi, who wrote Israel for the Miles 
Davis Nonet in 1949 (see sound clip #0443). Although composed in 1965, after he had stud-
ied for some time with Stefan Wolpe, the work was not played or recorded with any fre-
quency until the new millennium, when it was put on disc by Xasax in 1998 and by the Ancia 
Quartet in 2010. Lisa Oland’s performance with the UK Saxophone Quartet is faster and more 
urgent in feeling than the Ancia version. In addition to the influence of Wolpe, this work also 
shows the influences that working with George Russell, John Lewis and Gil Evans had on 
Carisi’s writing. It begins with a leaping, angular line that rises and falls in half-steps, alter-
nated with a more straightforward, semi-bluesy melody. Carisi then uses the vertical line as 
counterpoint and contrast to the melodic structure; after a different rhythmic figure introduced 
at 1:10, one sax plays a variant on the theme while the others continue in their oddly juxta-
posed, syncopated manner. A pause at 2:09 introduces the second episode (the work is not 
divided into movements), which is more lyrical but no more settled in tonality. What is fasci-
nating about this work is to hear how developing structures influenced Carisi without entirely 
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sacrificing jazz feeling, and so many of the little motifs and some of the themes used are of a 
jazz nature. A work like this bears comparison with the early efforts of, say, Stravinsky’s 
Ragtime for 11 Instruments (sound clip #0015) and Wolpe’s own Suite From the Twenties, 
particularly the Tanz (sound clip #0046). The styles are by no means identical, but the basic 
approach is the same; and just as jazz itself evolved tremendously in the mere 44 years be-
tween 1921 and 1965, so too did classical music. In their later years, both Stravinsky and 
Wolpe considered these early experiments rather jejune, particularly in light of what they 
themselves learned about jazz in the late 1940s and early ‘50s. I am certain that Wolpe’s ex-
posure to Charlie Parker, whatever he may have thought of his playing variants on essentially 
popular song changes, made a great impact on his appreciation of how far jazz had grown 
since the Suite was composed. 

To get back to Carisi’s Quartet, one hears a variety of melodic-rhythmic solutions to 
the basic problem he set for himself, some (like the figure played by the saxes at 4:50) trying 
to swing but coming up empty. This was not so much a failure on Carisi’s part to understand 
the nature of his work, however, as listeners’ misconceptions of the Quartet because it was 
written by a “jazz composer,” no matter how much formal study he had absorbed by this 
point. Carisi was not trying to write a jazz quartet; he was writing a classical piece in which 
his own personal experience in jazz had some bearing on its progression, just as George Rus-
sell was not trying to write a jazz piece when he composed the Othello Ballet and Listen to the 
Silence or when Ornette Coleman wrote Saints and Soldiers for string quartet. Sometimes we 
have to accept the fact that a jazz musician is thinking and creating on a different level when 
they approach composition, and that not all of their results will be jazz-influenced, though on 
closer examination we come to realize that only someone who has played jazz extensively 
could have written such works. 

 
Anu Komsi and Petri Nieminen 
Surely one of the least likely combinations in all of music came to pass in successive 

June sessions of 2012 and 2013 when classical soprano Anu Komsi (1967 - ) and jazz band-
leader-reed player Petri Nieminen joined forces to produce an album titled The Brightest Mat-
ter. Komsi is famous for her risk-taking in the classical field, often specializing in singing 
modern and avant-garde works with her high, beautiful soubrette voice (known in the classi-
cal trade as a “coloratura soprano,” meaning that she has the ability to sing high Es and Fs 
above the staff), but here she jumps right in to some fairly advanced jazz charts, setting new 
standards and breaking what was then new ground. 

As we have seen in this study, combining a high female singing voice with jazz musi-
cians was not new. Duke Ellington in particular loved high sopranos and featured them when-
ever he could, starting with Adelaide Hall in the 1927 Creole Love Call and culminating in 
some of his most adventurous music of the late 1960s-early 1970s with Alice Babs. Yet al-
though Babs had an extraordinary range and could sing up into the soprano stratosphere, she 
was not a classical musician, and using a classically trained voice has always been much 
trickier to work with. The reason for this is not that all sopranos don’t know how to swing—
famed American opera diva Renée Fleming actually started out as a jazz singer back in her 
college days—but that a voice trained for classical music has a very “set” technique. The 
notes in the singer’s range must be produced in a certain way by combining diaphragmatic or 
intercostals breathing with different registers of the voice produced in slightly different ways, 
the high range normally coming from what the old Italian teachers called “aperto ma coperto” 
or “the dome of the head.” This often precludes a singer’s ability to “swing” the line of music, 
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slur notes, etc., even if they did this as untrained singers in college. Fleming, for instance, has 
made many attempts to recapture the style of her youthful days but to no avail. The best she 
can do is to produce a sort of mannered scooping effect, which doesn’t swing and lacks the 
full tone of her trained voice. Komsi simply took the attitude that this was modern music, pe-
riod, and ignored the fact that it was jazz. By doing so, she managed to sing across the jazz 
line, doing her best to fit in but not consciously trying to be a jazz singer. What she did try to 
be, however, was a musician, and in that case she succeeded. 

The only song on the album to contain lyrics is Wait Until, the opening number. One 
thing that impresses the listener is Komsi’s superb diction; the other is her ability to place her 
vocal line in the midst of the swirling jazz arrangement without stepping on anyone’s musical 
toes. One of the virtues of her singing with this ensemble is that the arrangement generally 
tends towards a bright sound, highlighting the trumpets and alto sax riding above the bass and 
piano. Nieminen’s tune and arrangement focuses on asymmetric rhythms and phrase-lengths, 
creating in this instance a piece that lies somewhere in that netherworld between jazz and 
classical. An alternating section in a slow 3/4 adds variety to the proceedings, with Komsi fly-
ing up at one point to the C above high C. There’s a certain Kurt Weill-ish feel about the 
piece, utilizing stiffish rhythms, but not staying in the generally ragtime world that Weill’s 
“jazz”-influenced music inhabited. It’s doubtful that any of Komsi’s music is actually impro-
vised, but one never knows about these things. Cleo Laine also went up to the C above high 
C, on one recording session, but I never heard her do it in live performance, and although she 
dabbled in classical by recording Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire, one could not really call 
Laine a jazz-classical artist. 

Mermaid Song is a slow number in E major (later F) that slips through several chro-
matic trap doors within its first 40 seconds. It also has an oddly Middle Eastern quality about 
it, layering Komsi’s voice over the exotic score. She is very much the solo star of this particu-
lar piece, with a great deal of space devoted to her superb legato and vocal virtuosity (includ-
ing trills). Although leader Nieminen takes a nice, relaxed tenor solo, we soon return to 
Komsi, singing a soft high A against Nieminen’s sustained G. This note sounds at first like 
another instrument before one realizes that it is a human voice. The unbelievably virtuosic 
solo that follows—all sung very softly, in what classical singers call a fil da voce (or a mere 
thread of sound)—is the real centerpiece of this music, including some melismas from the 
Middle East. Eventually she is joined, very softly, by the bass and piano, at one point even 
singing a trill in thirds, something I haven’t heard since the archaic recordings of American 
soprano Ellen Beach Yaw. 

Trip of Lunatic almost sounds like a sequel to the above, except that it is Nieminen’s 
alto flute one hears first and not the singing voice. This is a piece that almost has a Toshiko 
Akiyoshi-like quality about it, the rhythm seemingly suspended in mid-air. It takes us a while 
to realize, after the trumpet joins Neiminen in duet, that the high-pitched sounds one hears are 
not produced by either an instrument or a seagull but in fact by Komsi’s voice. This is very 
much a third-stream work, almost more classical than jazz, but as Stan Kenton once said, if 
jazz musicians are playing it, it is jazz—and as Byron Olson said, an arrangement is a compo-
sition. Eventually Komsi’s scat singing (for that is what she eventually settles into) is con-
trasted against the leader’s bass clarinet, humming and growling beneath her like a frenetic 
Eric Dolphy. Komsi again sings trills in thirds, several of them in fact, while the piano throws 
hard, left-hand tone clusters into the midst of all this. No matter how you analyze them, the 
Komsi-Nieminen recordings are, and remain, daring experiments that work 
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Martial Solal’s third stream works 
Algerian Jazz pianist Martial Solal (1927 - ), the son of an amateur opera-singing 

mother and a piano-teaching father, has been playing jazz in Paris since 1950 and has been 
famous since at least 1953 when he started recording. He is known for accompanying soprano 
saxophone legend Sidney Bechet on one of his later and most progressive recording sessions 
(1956), writing the film score for Jean-Luc Godard’s debut feature film À bout de soufflé or 
Breathless (1960), and making a sensational American debut at the Newport Jazz Festival in 
1963. He has since written a piano method book titled Jazz Works and written several third-
stream works, which were finally recorded in 2014 by pianist Eric Ferrand-N’Kaoua. 

None of Solal’s music is “easy listening” in any sense of the term. Being a modernist 
at heart, his jazz playing bears the varied influences of Lennie Tristano, Thelonious Monk and 
Bill Evans. His music, then, travels in quite advanced melodic-harmonic spheres, using a wide 
range of chord positions, some rooted and some rootless, which move constantly up and down 
chromatically, giving the listener only a few signposts with which to follow his path. His 
Voyage à Anatolie is, like most of his music, constantly in flux, moving and shifting as it de-
velops, consisting of 13 linked and vertiginous variations on the 32-bar chord progression 
commonly known as the I Got Rhythm changes, which for some strange reason are nicknamed 
“anatole” by French musicians. Those readers who think that I have given Gershwin short 
shrift by not including his own Variations on “I Got Rhythm” would do well to listen, and re-
listen, to what Solal does here. It is as amazing as Gil Evans’ rewriting of Porgy and Bess, a 
composition that lifts the mundane out of its pop-music rut and makes something brilliant and 
beautiful of it. Only by having foreknowledge of this fact would the novice listener be able to 
spot the I Got Rhythm changes, so completely has Solal rewritten the piece. This is as brilliant 
a bit of transmogrification as Erwin Schulhoff’s completely rewritten version of Zez Con-
frey’s Kitten on the Keys (hear sound file #0102) except with the jazz beat and swing that 
Schulhoff couldn’t deliver. It is five and half minutes in length, but for some reason sounds 
much shorter than that because of the brilliant manner in which Solal continually develops his 
train of thought. 

On the other hand, the short preludes have a more discernible melodic contour without 
condescending to populist tastes—in other words, they are jazz tunes, and typical of Solal’s 
work as an artist over the decades. The second mixes a little of Nat Cole (in my view, one of 
the most underrated jazz pianists of all time) with some George Russell-like modality. The 
third prelude has a sort of Dave Brubeck-like feel to it (another pianist who I think has in-
formed Solal’s aesthetic), while the fourth is more reflective, more Bill Evans-ish. In the fifth, 
Solal perches on the edge of atonality from first to last, with only a hint of a jazz pulse: this is 
the most “classical” of all the preludes. The sixth is decidedly bitonal, and in 4 despite the fact 
that Solal constantly redistributes the beats as the piece goes along, disrupting one’s expecta-
tions, particularly in his use of rapid triplet figures. In the last prelude, Solal seems to be com-
bining elements of some of his favorite players: a bit of Tristano, clearly some Monk, and 
even a touch here and there of McCoy Tyner, in addition to his own individual personality. 
One might envision these seven pieces becoming concert staples, except that precious few 
classically-trained pianists have either a feeling for jazz rhythm or respect for the work of mu-
sicians like Solal.  

The Exercice de Concert, based (says N’Kaoua) on “a formula familiar to all student 
pianists,” was recorded by Solal in 1994 and transcribed for performance by Pascal Wetzel 
who has also transcribed solos by Bill Evans. Personally, this was not “a formula” that I 
played as a student pianist, but Solal evidently had fun with it (which, by the way, he told 
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N’Kaoua is an exercise he really does play every day, normally in B major). The very opening 
almost sounds a bit like Czerny but quickly moves into syncopated rhythms, some of which 
run apposite to the basic beat, followed by rapid runs in the left hand. In addition to scurrying 
all over the keyboard, playing “wrong” harmonies, and throwing in quotes from Grieg’s Peer 
Gynt and Chopin’s Waltz No. 1, Solal’s “exercise” swings like mad while sounding a bit 
schizophrenic in its flitting about from theme to theme. One might call this a “kitchen sink” 
sort of piece, since he threw everything into it except that porcelain fixture. 

 
Laurie Altman and the art of being a chameleon 
Jazz pianist Laurie Altman (1944 - ) took an entirely different path from that of Solal. 

Rather than play in a complex manner, Altman learned early on the value of “space in music. 
While a young piano student, Altman was struck by the use of space in Schoenberg’s compo-
sitions and determined to use similar patterns in his own music. This applies as much to his 
jazz piano playing as to his composition process, with the result that the listener is constantly 
drawn inward. In addition, Altman works on the principal of re-imaginings, “based in some 
manner upon diverse pieces of Stravinsky, Brahms, Schoenberg, Ellington and Mozart,” 
which are “neither arrangements or sets of variations, but rather derivative compositions 
emerging from a certain principle.”6 

The results, for Altman, are similar to his jazz works yet subtly different, mostly in 
terms of construction but also in terms of orchestration and form. For our purposes we will 
examine two pieces from his jazz fusion album Danza, Danza, on which he plays with 13-
string guitarist Anders Miolin; the first movement of his Piano Sonata No. 5; a piece for string 
quartet and jazz trio, Come Dance With Me; his trio Antarctic Convergence; and 3 for Duke, a 
trio of his “re-imaginings,” one in his arrangement for string quartet and the other two in his 
version for soprano, flute and piano. 

J.B. Accordingly, a duet for piano and guitar, starts with “rootless” chords and the kind 
of circular chromatic invention one can find in Slonimsky’s book of exercises. The intriguing 
thing about this is the way Altman makes the music coalesce into a cohesive whole. Although 
Miolin’s guitar is heard briefly in the opening chorus playing chords, and later joins Altman 
playing single-note lines, this seemed to me more the pianist’s showcase. Altman has the gift 
of being able to play sparsely when he chooses to without sounding vapid and can “slow 
down” the musical progress and development of a piece in such a manner that it draws the 
listener inward rather than alienate him or her via too much “busyness.” In addition to the in-
fluence of Schoenberg, I hear in Altman’s music the influence of Miles Davis whose career 
largely explored eloquence using the least amount of notes. In the liner notes, Altman adds 
that the piece was composed “almost without bar lines,” carrying forward the “opening recur-
ring ostinato as its rhythmic underpinning.” Nevertheless, a sort of samba beat does emerge 
from the piece, albeit one with pauses and delicious moments of “teasing” the listener with its 
progression. 

This is clearly evident in Altman’s A Tune for Miles Davis, a heartfelt eulogy written 
for the trumpeter the day he died. The piece leans more towards Eastern music with its use of 
“an early morning raga scale” and occasional finger drumming. It is also less tonally centered 
than J.B. Accordingly, working itself around the raga-modal scale and a repeated four-note 
ascending motif which is later dissected (and the tempo doubled) in Altman’s surprisingly (for 
him) busy solo. 

                                                
6 From the liner notes to Divergence, Neos 21306. 
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Switching to his more formal self, Altman manages to retain a fair amount of jazz 
elements in his Piano No. 5. The Introduction and First Movement modulate from a slow, 
pensive opening to a rather busy theme that, although constructed on classical lines, has a jazz 
rhythm to it, and is in turn developed and then juxtaposed with other themes, some brisk and 
some slow, modeled on the introduction. It’s a strange piece, almost a fantasy, and despite the 
more formal structure the pianist is required to swing a little. Happily pianist Clipper Erick-
son, who plays it here, is fully up to the task. At times the music sounds like Bill Evans, at 
other points like Kapustin, and at still others like Thelonious Monk. The second-movement 
Scherzo, on the other hand, is purely classical with no hint (to my ears, anyway) of jazz ex-
cept for a few of the turnaround phrases. This is more in the nature of a moto perpetuo but 
again using space as a means of giving the mid a moment or two to pause and reflect, in this 
case not so much by slowing down the tempo as by simply writing fewer notes per bar and 
spacing the rhythmic accents out. 

Come Dance With Me mixes a clarinetist, vibraphonist and pianist with a string quar-
tet, so when the viola solo begins (eventually with piano underneath), Altman makes them 
swing a bit. After a clarinet interlude, the vibes returns for a solo, and there is yet another 
jazz-like string solo. This is highly sophisticated music, complex and challenging despite its 
very quiet demeanor, and there seems to me more than a little influence in the string writing 
of the Turtle Island String Quartet, particularly in the quasi-bluegrass jazz solos for the 
strings. At one point I was also reminded of some of the experimental third stream recordings 
made by clarinetist Artie Shaw in 1949, particularly Morton Gould’s Guajira and Alan Shul-
man’s Mood in Question, the latter with the New Music Quartet. 

Antarctic Convergence for alto saxophone, piano and bass resembles jazz on and off. 
It is, however, an interesting and atmospheric piece, using the kind of pizzicato bass style one 
is used to in jazz and, when Altman plays the piano in front of bassist Scott Lee, a true jazz 
“feel” but only in his piano playing. One wonders, however, since Altman assumed the piano 
role here rather than passing it on to Erickson, how much of the piano part is improvised. 
Parts of it certainly sound so, but then again, Kapustin’s piano music sounds almost entirely 
improvised yet none of it is. The alto sax part, though technically challenging and seeming at 
times to try to get the player to loosen up the rhythm a little, certainly doesn’t swing at all. 
Lee’s bass solo is certainly jazzy, however; a listener arriving at this point in the piece would 
be excused for not knowing this was a thorough-composed classical work. Then the alto sax 
enters again, and the rhythm becomes more formal. 

Altman’s Ellington tribute, 3 for Duke, was originally written in 2006 for a soprano, 
flautist and pianist but then rewritten for string quartet. I included the string quartet version of 
Sophisticated Lady because I found it more unified in musical concept despite being far more 
abstract in design than the original, although here there is less of a relationship to jazz and 
more to modern classical music. In Mood Indigo and It Don’t Mean a Thing, however, despite 
the somewhat infirm singing voice of soprano Patrice Michaels, I preferred the original set-
tings. Mood Indigo dispenses with the flute at the outset, jumping directly into the song, re-
written by Altman rhythmically and harmonically. Once again, with a better singer this could 
work really well…think of Michele Lee from back in the days when she sang, or Alice Babs, 
or Sheila Jordan. When the flute finally enters, Altman redistributes the beats and rearranges 
the rhythm, so that when the soprano re-enters she has to fit into the new configuration, and it 
ends on an out-of-rhythm flute cadenza. It Don’t Mean a Thing (If it Ain’t Got That Swing), 
one of Ellington’s most famous and popular songs, is converted into an alternating 6/8 and 4/4 
beat. It’s wonderfully ingenious, and I liked it as a musical rewriting of the tune, but to a cer-
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tain extent I felt it was just a bit fussy. Nonetheless, like the other pieces on this CD, it shows 
the discursive way in which Altman’s mind works. 

 
Valentin Radutiu and the Licorice Ensemble attempt jazz 
Here are two good examples of classically-trained musicians, and very fine ones at 

that, attempting to play jazz. First, there is cellist Valentin Radutiu in his album Remembering 
the Rain: A Jazz View (Hänssler 93.331). It is evident from hearing the album that Radutiu is 
not only a superb cellist but that he is trying very hard to pay jazz, but unfortunately he had at 
that time neither a good grasp of improvisation nor an ability to swing. So why include him 
here? Because in one track, a duet version of Arthur Hamilton’s Cry Me a River, Radutiu pro-
vides an excellent example of what a well-trained musician with the right spirit can achieve in 
at least some music. Here Radutiu’s arrangement actually makes more of a classical piece of 
this jazz standard with an introduction, theme statement, development (improvisations), and 
close. His inability to swing is still evident, but it matters less because of the musical concept. 
Since it obviously wasn’t trying that hard to be a jazz performance, it succeeds where most of 
the others failed. And happily, Benjamin Schaefer’s piano solo (with some clumsy-sounding 
slap-cello from Radutiu behind him) does swing nicely. Pieces like this may give hope to 
other classical performers who want to enter the jazz field, but they should be aware that do-
ing so comes with a price. Your classical audiences will ignore or mock your efforts because 
they consider jazz “beneath” their precious classical “masterpieces.” 

The New York Licorice Ensemble, on the other hand, doesn’t really consider them-
selves a jazz group in the slightest. They are, rather, comprised of 11 Japanese and Japanese-
American women, five of whom live in New York while the remainder still live in Japan. But 
on their album Licorice Rhapsody, which included all-clarinet arrangements of Gershwin 
(why he still commands attention and, worse yet, respect from serious musicians puzzles and 
exasperates me), Bernstein and Valerie Coleman, they also included a fascinating short piece 
by Gene Pritsker titled Grip III. Here, in a score that almost seemed to be channeling Shep 
Fields’ all-reed orchestra of the 1940s, Pritsker creates a wonderfully jazzy piece in C major 
that the Licorice Ensemble really got their heads around. Whichever of their 11 clarinetists is 
playing lead here, she achieves a tone similar to that of Benny Goodman, with a piercing top 
range. Once again, we see how differently the younger generation of clarinetists hear Good-
man and sometimes wish to emulate him, whereas in years past he was absolutely reviled by 
the classical community (and, alas, some academic clarinetists still hate him).    

 
Anders Koppel’s Recorder and Sax Concerto 
Danish composer Anders Koppel (1947 - ) has a highly discursive musical back-

ground, ranging from jazz to classical to rock. The son of composer-pianist Herman D. Kop-
pel, Anders learned both piano and clarinet at an early age and was thoroughly familiar with 
composition and orchestration. During the period 1967-74 he was the organist and pianist of 
the avant-garde Danish rock group Savage Rose. He also worked with the group Bazaar, 
which over a 35-year period has combined improvisation, Balkan music and Koppel’s own 
compositions. Since 1998 he has also become involved in and played with his son, jazz saxo-
phonist Benjamin Koppel, which has made his music all the richer and more interesting. 

His 2010 Concerto for Recorder, Saxophone and Orchestra is one of his most ambi-
tious and jazz-like works. Having already written no less that four concertos for marimba and 
orchestra beginning in 1995 that were appealing and innovative but not really jazz-related, 
Koppel plunged headlong into creating a true jazz concerto with this work. The surprising 
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thing about it is not that it works, but that it works while incorporating the recorder, an in-
strument scarcely known in jazz and even more seldom used (as opposed to the transverse 
flute). What makes it work is Koppel’s diverse musical and cultural background, which al-
lowed him to set this challenge for himself and work out solutions that not only fit but fit 
beautifully into the complete framework.  

An unusual aspect of this work is the writing for recorder in its sopranino, soprano, 
alto, tenor and bass forms. It is also interesting that he used Michala Petri, a musician re-
nowned for her virtuosity but not for her ability to play in a jazz style. The liner notes describe 
the first movement as syncopated figures with strong, almost jazz-big-band-like playing by 
the orchestra, pitting the sopranino recorder against it like “a rhythmic motor” and evoking 
memories of the Baroque concerto grosso “in a modern rhythmic world.” I felt the rhythms 
were halfway between jazz and classical with a touch of Latin, Petri’s recorder acting as a foil 
to the alto saxist. Petri handles her assignment brilliantly, even producing a bit of a swing to 
her playing. Koppel did a great job to focus our attention on the soloists as the heart and soul 
of the music, and I couldn’t help but feel that he was influenced, perhaps indirectly, by Eddie 
Sauter in his clever turning of the harmony on pivot points within a chord and pitting a jazz 
foreground against an underlying classical form. In a sense, then, one can characterize this as 
being like a jam session with occasionally structured and orchestrated background than a con-
certo in the sense that the solo instruments interact with the ensemble. Only occasionally do 
we hear passages that employ the latter principle. The composer’s son, Benjamin Koppel, is 
the sax soloist and he is splendid. There is a duo-cadenza for the main instruments beginning 
at 4:11 and a remarkable passage around 4:50 that sounds for all the world as if it were im-
provised, but is probably written out.  

The second movement, a passacaglia, repeats the basic theme in different sections of 
the orchestra, but what the naked ear hears (and absorbs) is a mysterious, somewhat unsettled 
quality. Petri plays sopranino, soprano, and bass recorders here in a more classical vein, at 
least until the alto sax takes over more of the musical progression around 2:38. Koppel’s or-
chestral writing here is remarkably subtle and colorful, particularly in the striking way he uses 
the winds. At 5:40 Koppel writes the equivalent of a “chase chorus” for the soloists, and again 
the writing is classical with jazz inflections. There is another duo-cadenza, around the 5:35 
mark (this appears to be something that Koppel really delights in), and when the recorder 
again picks up the thread of the music the orchestra enters only briefly, falling away yet again 
to allow the soloists free rein in their duet. Switching to bass recorder for the final section of 
the movement, Petri now leads Koppel in thematic material rather than the other way round, 
at least at first; the saxist then engages in counterpoint with the bass recorder as the movement 
draws to a close. 

The third movement is indeed dramatic, but much less jocular than the first, and here 
the alto’s playing seems to borrow stylistically from Stan Getz’ vernacular. Written in D mi-
nor, the music uses an unusual syncopated rhythm, around which both soloists and the orches-
tra gravitate as moths to a flame. Indeed, the rhythm acts almost as a vortex, pulling all within 
its orbit into the fray. What I found most interesting is that, despite the busy tempo, the music 
somehow remains relatively cool, particularly in the passage where Petri plays constant, re-
peated triplets on the recorder while the lower strings play counterpoint. Of course, dynamics 
changes are nearly impossible to play on a recorder…one can normally only differentiate be-
tween full volume and a little softer, no more. Thus Koppel has to create his dynamic effects 
in the orchestral part, which he does, along with occasional assistance from the saxophone. At 
the 5:30 mark we hear the slightly ominous theme of the second movement make a brief re-
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turn, but this time querulous notes from the sax and perky, upbeat chirps from the recorder 
help the mood, although the soloists play a brooding interlude in tandem. This dark, slow 
mood continues for some time, only picking up in tempo again after a recorder cadenza, fol-
lowed by alto sax and orchestra, at 8:25. From this point on, the music builds in both intensity 
and complexity, including a busy waltz tempo that comes and goes rather quickly, sometimes 
interspersed with bars in 4/4. Curiously, there is a certain Nielsen-like feeling to the orchestral 
writing in the final section which begins around the 10-minute mark. 

 
Aki Takase’s and Ayumi Paul’s Hotel Zauberberg 
Hotel Zauberberg is a hybrid work produced not by a composer with experience in 

classical music but by an avant-garde jazz artist, the Japanese pianist Aki Takase (1948 - ). 
After initial studies in Tokyo at the Toko Gakuen School of Music, Takase moved to the 
United States in 1978 where she performed with such avant-garde artists as Lester Bowie, 
David Liebman and John Zorn. Beginning in 1981 she began performing regularly at the Ber-
lin Jazz Festival. During one of her sojourns in Germany, she met, fell in love with, and mar-
ried the equally avant-garde pianist Alexander von Schlippenbach (1938 - ), and has thus 
made her home and career thereafter in Germany.  

In 2014 she met German-born classical violinist Ayumi Paul (1980), who studied at 
the Hochschule für Musik in Berlin and at Indiana University. Fortunately, Paul also identifies 
herself as a performance artist and so is open to all sorts of musical influences. The result of 
this collaboration was Hotel Zauberberg, a largely improvisatory 52-minute suite which 
stemmed from their mutual admiration for Thomas Mann. Most of the compositions are no-
tated, although improvised passages are included. Eleven pieces were written by Takase, five 
are collaborations between Takase and Paul, and two are fairly straight classical renditions 
adapted from Bach’s Partita No. 3 (the “Preludio”) and Mozart’s Minuet, KV 1 (reflecting 
two of Mann’s favorite composers). It is not easy music to absorb or listen to, but it is brilliant 
and it needs to be heard complete in order to be fully appreciated. Among the more fascinat-
ing aspects of the complete suite are three different versions of Takase’s Was ist der Zeit?, 
spaced out as numbers four, thirteen and seventeen within the suite.  

The opener, Ankunft, features the piano and violin playing in single lines against one 
another in strict classical form (something the classical-loving Mann would surely have en-
joyed), but in the Takase-Paul collaboration Der Schnee it is modern music (harmonically, at 
least) that one hears, with the violin employing several unusual techniques, such as playing on 
the edge of the strings while going through a continuous portamento. Once again, there are 
lyrical moments within the piece, generated primarily through the violin although Takase is 
feeding her fairly conventional chords at times. Analyze is an uptempo romp that generally 
hovers around G-flat major, but the chord positions used by Takase are “rootless” and thereby 
keep the harmonics modal and in a state of flux. For instance, at the one-minute mark, Takase 
suddenly switches to conventional chord positions but using the top note of the fifth or D-flat 
while Paul plays edgy, repeated A-naturals above her before moving on to further harmonic 
realms, again playing often on the edge of the strings. This is, to my ears, an entirely new 
form of musical language, one in which jazz rhythms and a bit of classical structure are com-
bined with an avant-garde way of playing that is somewhat foreign to both schools. 

As it turns out, the thrice-repeated Was ist die Zeit? is a slow-moving modal piece that 
hovers around F major. Takase begins it with single notes on the piano, adding some simple 
chords at the 28-second mark, with an apposite bass line emerging at 1:02, finally resolving 
itself in A-flat. Paul does not play on this track. By contrast, Hans is a bitonal composition 
with both soloists going in and out of the same key (A-flat), with an agitated moment leading 
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once again to the violinist playing on the edge of her strings. I should mention that this tech-
nique produces a sound in which the partials or overtones are themselves distorted, leading 
the ear into a realm of music-making that includes quarter-tones (possible on a violin, impos-
sible on a piano unless it is specially prepared). The listener may indeed wonder which pas-
sages are improvised; without a score, it’s sometimes hard to tell. This specific piece, oddly 
enough, sounds like something that Leif Segerstam might have written.  

Ewigkeitssuppe is another piece in which the violin and piano play against each other 
in single lines, except that this one is more syncopated (and sounds thorough-composed, 
though the middle section may not be). Both piano and violin keep rising up and up the scale 
chromatically until they reach a fever pitch, then return to their single-note triplets. By con-
trast, Eulenspiegel, another duo-composed piece, features the violin in a sustained lyrical 
melody in G while Takase plays ominous single notes in the bass line that run counter in both 
rhythm and feeling to Paul’s lines. It rather has the effect of the Forest Bird in Siegfried sing-
ing opposite the ominous growls of Fafner the dragon. 

The Mozart minuet is played in an effectively simple style by Takase on the piano; 
then comes Peerperkorn with its extremely quirky rhythms (almost an indiscernible pulse) 
with “free” harmony, lots of violin portamento but no playing on the string edges. It almost 
sounds as if the music had a need to “deconstruct” itself after the formality of the Mozart 
piece. Following this, it is Paul’s turn to play a solo classical piece, in this case the thrice-
familiar third Partita prelude in E. She plays it extremely well, and like the Mozart it sounds 
fairly strange in context of all the modern works around it. Once again, strict classical order is 
followed by avant-garde “chaos,” in this case the truly bizarre Veränderung in which Paul 
plays a sort of mad atonal pizzicato and Takase plucks the strings of the piano, one of the few 
ways she can blur tonality.  

Donnerschlag is more rhythmically aggressive, basically rootless tonally but hovering 
around g minor. Paul’s virtuosic playing on this track is simply astonishing and almost be-
yond description, as this time her edge-of-the-strings technique is somewhat more “centered” 
and she alternates it with some extraordinarily lovely moments, as if seeking repose in the 
midst of chaos. At 6:20, this is also the longest piece on the album. After this comes the sec-
ond appearance of Takase’s simple yet elegant theme of Was ist die Zeit? Then, suddenly, an 
about-face, as Frau Chauchat has a pulse not dissimilar from German or even Viennese café 
music, with a habanera beat and a sort of Kurt Weill-type harmonic base.  

Vetter J is based on an ominous stomping bass in e minor, piano only, and continues 
on to the end in its mysterious and ominous fashion, while Zauberlied sounds for all the world 
like a formerly unknown Fritz Kreisler piece. It starts in D-flat major but modulates upward to 
D for the violinist’s entrance (and later, to C). This is an absolutely exquisite piece, with a 
feeling of longing about it yet no sense of heart-on-sleeve pathos. Surprisingly, in the third 
and last appearance of Was ist die Zeit? the violin, playing in counterpoint against the piano 
line, is here broken up rhythmically into small fragments, a note here and there. The finale, 
Finis Operis, is yet another wild, avant-garde excursion for our intrepid soloists, rhythmically 
and tonally fragmented, leading to an exciting if brief conclusion. 

 
Vijay Iyer 
Since we have to stop somewhere (or the book would never be finished), I’ve chosen 

to end with one of the more remarkable jazz musicians of recent years, one who always 
seemed to have had his hand in fusing elements of classical with jazz. Pianist-composer Vijay 
Iyer (1971 - ), who initially played the violin for 15 years and studied mathematics and phys-
ics at Yale, entered the University of Berkeley, California to get a doctorate in the latter sub-
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ject, but his intense fascination with music and his considerable skills as a pianist led him to 
play music on the side with drummers E.W. Wainwright and Donald Bailey. At the age of 23, 
he began working with saxist-bandleader Steve Coleman and trombonist-composer George E. 
Lewis; a year later, by then a composer himself, Iyer left the Berkeley physics department to 
pursue an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Technology and the Arts with a focus on Music 
Cognition. 

Music Cognition is a relatively new field, built on the foundations of such pre-existing 
but related fields as music therapy, neuroscience and computer science and such older disci-
plines as psycholgy, musicology and linguistics. David John Baker has described this field as 
“the goal of understanding music through empirical research…They may look into such ques-
tions as 1) Why does a piece of music send shivers down my spine? 2) How can I improve the 
way I practice? 3) Is there a way to use music to help stroke patients learn to speak again? 
(Hint: there is), 4) Does music make you smarter? Or do smart kids just happen to take music 
lessons? 5) What’s going on in the brain during improvisation? 6) Why does music from a 
different culture sound ‘out of tune’ to my ears? and 7) Which came first, music or lan-
guage?”7 

All of these are valuable streams of thought, but to me, personally, combining so many 
aspects of cognition in the creative process can be more of a clutter than a clarification for 
some people. In other words, it may be interesting to know if “music makes you smarter” or 
what goes “on in the brain during improvisation” (Bill Evans used to say that it was because 
we are all part of “the universal overmind,” and thus can tap into others’ consciousness), but 
if you think about these and other things too much when actually creating, they might become 
impediments rather than aids—sort of like the old joke about the kid who suddenly became 
“conscious of his tongue.” He was so conscious of it that he couldn’t talk normally: his tongue 
always got in the way. Thus it is all the more fascinating that Iyer can split his mind in these 
different directions and still create original, interesting music—and, moreover, music that al-
low several different and varied tributaries to flow into the eventual river of creation. 

One online commentator described Iyer as “Keith Jarrett meets Thelonious Monk.” 
There is indeed some truth to this: Iyer takes skewered rhythms and overlays delicate filigrees 
of sound on them. But in listening to him, one hears a great deal more. There are also ele-
ments of Cecil Taylor in his ability to remove I-beams and walls from the musical structure 
(but never quite so many as Taylor does) and, to my ears, a healthy dose of Herbie Nichols in 
his ability to create melodic structures that move “sideways” rather than in a straight line. 
(Not to blow my own horn, but I came to this conclusion before I read online that Iyer claims 
Ellington, Monk and Taylor as his influences.)  

Moreover, his recordings—though sporadic in the early years—clearly show a musical 
mindin transition, feeling his way from the strong influence of Monk, Elington and Taylor 
and the subsidiary influences of other musicians to a more personal style in which all ele-
ments are synthesized in equalibrium. Although his 1995 first album, Memorophilia, was well 
received by critics, it was his second, Architextures (recorded August-September 1996, re-
leased 1999), in which he began to coalesce the variegated strands of his style. By this time he 
had completed his doctoral dissertation, Microstructures of Feel, Macrostructures of Sound: 
Embodied Cognition in West African and African-American Musics, applied the dual frame-
works of embodied cognition (the formative role that environment plays in developing cogni-
tion) and situated cognition (a theory claiming that knowing is linked to doing because all 
knowledge is situated activity bound to social, cultural and physical contexts) to music. 
                                                
7 http://majoringinmusic.com/music-cognition-career-path/ 
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Unless you also have a doctorate in Music Cognition, however, much of this will seem arcane 
to the average reader. 

The music on Architextures is surprisingly uneven, some works being very strong in 
both concept and execution (Meeting-of-Rivers, Microchips and Bullock Carts, Charms and 
Sadhu) while others are remarkably weak as structures. Evidently Iyer was still formulating 
his personal style; even his pianism sounds quite different here from his later self. On this CD, 
Iyer’s playing is more sparse and also a bit heavier in touch than his later self. There is less in 
the way of texture and filigree, his right hand is far less busy, and the left really only acts as 
occasional chord-feeder in the manner of Bud Powell. These are not, I hasted to add, defects, 
but rather just a description of where he was at during this period. By the time the recording 
was released, both Iyer and alto saxist Rudresh Mahanthappa (1971 - ), who worked with him 
on Architextures and became a close personal and musical friend, had moved to New York 
City where they quickly became well known to the jazz community there.  

One may speculate that at least part of the reason for Iyer’s shift in his piano style to 
more mood-centric and ornate playing may have stemmed from the fact that New Yorkers 
raised on Bill Evans and Keith Jarrett really enjoy this type of playing, but I personally hear it 
as a shift in Iyer’s own cognitive and intuitive approach to composition and improvisation. By 
2005 his playing had become sparser in general terms but denser and more complex. He was 
now leaving more little bits out of the music, à la Cecil Taylor, while simultaneously playing 
more notes. A good example of how fast his musical mind was evolving may be heard in two 
solo performances of the old Jimmy van Heusen tune “Darn That Dream:” first from the 2005 
album Solo, then from a live concert of July 2011. His rewrite of the piece is indeed very 
Monk-like, but also, in a way, similar to what Tristano did with old popular tunes except for 
the more diffused melodic-harmonic combinations. Like Tristano, Iyer moves the new me-
lodic structures along with the new harmonies—they are an integral part of each other—while 
simultaneously fracturing the underlying time not only bar to bar but sometimes beat to beat. 
In the earlier performance, it is realy only the opening or verse of the tune that is obscured; 
when he reaches the melody proper, it is discernible to the listener, but in the later perform-
ance—almost the same length, albeit at a slightly quicker tempo—Iyer throws in so many lit-
tle flourishes (and asymmetric rhythms, and Tristano or Tatum-like runs) that the casual lis-
tener becomes disoriented. It is a tour-de-force of remarkable proportions and a good indica-
tor as to what he is doing in his own compositions. 

That he could grow so much between 1998 and 2005 is not terribly surprising—he 
was, after all, maturing and more comfortable as a composer, but the leap from 2005 to 2011 
shows that he had not yet hit his prime until his late 30s. Perhaps his earlier studies in other 
disciplines slowed his artistic growth a bit—he did, after all, have to produce fairly complex 
academic work while he was still playing gigs—but in many ways the wait was worth it, for 
Iyer has now become one of the most interesting and consistent of pianists and composers. 
His regular working trio generally consists of bassist Stephan Crump and drummer Marcus 
Gilmore, two artists whose fluid approach to rhythm and keen ear for dynamics and color 
continually enhance Iyer’s work. Moving forward to his concert at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art on May 6, 2015, one hears more than enough material to confirm that Iyer is now one 
of the major forces in jazz and that his natural proclivities towards a classical structure are 
now completely natural and intuitive. In his Architextures album, a piece such as Microchips 
and Bullock Carts had the feeling of a Herbie Nichols piece like Shuffle Montgomery, but cre-
ating such a piece at that time seemed more of a good-natured romp; here, in a piece like Li-
bra, the Nichols feeling is not only much stronger but the continuity of the musical line and 
the imagination used in the improvisation are both considerably stronger. Whereas in the ear-
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lier work the stepwise shifts of melody and harmony sounded clever, they here sound fully 
mature. We no longer have the feeling that Iyer is engaging in a sort of brinksmanship so 
much as it is now a natural form of expression for him. Listen, for instance, to the wondrous 
Nichols-like melodic line that suddenly emerges at the 24-second mark and, moreover, how 
Iyer keeps the ball rolling by improvising on it as soon as the second chorus, yet somehow 
making that improvised chorus sound like a composed part of the piece. Indeed, this piece’s 
likeness to Nichols is so close that Libra could almost be an unpublished work of his played 
by Iyer. But then, at around 2:24, Iyer introduces an ostinato bass line that moves the piece 
away from Nichols’ style and more into the realm of Tristano (particularly the Tristano of 
Line Up). Interestingly, Iyer’s own left hand fades away, replaced by an ostinato played by 
Crump on the bass; and this, in turn, also fades away, to be replaced by quiet press rolls 
played by Gilmore on drums.  

From here we jump to Countdown, a piece that begins with two As played an octave 
apart, over and over, until the pianist suddenly emerges with his by-now typical two-handed 
improvisation, the left hand creating a light and mobile bass line while the right spins out a 
bitonal filigree of just enough complexity to hold one’s interest. This is the kind of piece that 
develops and swings at the same time: sort of a Keith Jarrett juiced up with some McCoy 
Tyner. Here Crump and Gilmore are almost relegated to the roles of happy commentators, 
gleefully supporting the leader. The closing piece of this concert, Becoming, is exactly the 
kind of work that earns Iyer a comparison with Jarrett: slow, relaxed, moody music in a 
“jazzical” vein, here with Crump playing arco bass; but once again, it is Iyer’s more concen-
trated and varied musical skills that keep the music from becoming mere aural wallpaper, en-
gaging the mind despite the somewhat intangible feel of the composition. Even when Iyer is 
“noodling,” he is interesting and communicative. 

And finally, we come to his 32-minute piece for string quartet, Time, Place, Action. 
The last 21 minutes of this wondrous piece were available on YouTube for listening and 
study, thus I couldn’t resist including it here. Iyer had previously written a short, hip-hop-
inspired string piece titled Dig the Say for Brooklyn Rider and series of pieces called Muta-
tions for string quartet, but although some of the music was interesting it wasn’t, to my ears, 
quite interesting enough, Mutations sounding very much like a clone of Steve Reich’s style 
but only a clone. Time, Place, Action, on the other hand, is stunningly original and one of the 
finest works for piano and strings I have ever heard in that genre. The sections given on You-
Tube begin with a series of short riffs in G, played by the upper strings with staccato interjec-
tions from the cello, following which bitonality is introduced; one of the violins plays staccato 
while the other violin and the viola come in with stabbing figures. This first section is very 
rhythmic, obviously modeled after hip-hop (a genre that Iyer is very fond of), yet so trans-
formed that it becomes far more interesting listening than most hip-hop. The next section is 
more legato, almost a plainchant in D with elements of bitonality, with Iyer sprinkling light 
piano arpeggios over the strings; then the strings themselves play tremolos while Iyer’s piano 
becomes more agitated, then actually plays its own bitonal elements. Some of this section of 
the score put me in mind of Pēteris Vasks’ unusual soundscapes. The next section, which 
hovers around D, is absolutely fascinating in its treatment of rhtyhm—it sounds to my ears 
like 3 ½ beats to the bar—again creating a sort of moto perpetuo over which Iyer spreads a 
bitonal musical layer. His own piano improvisation eventually comes to dominate this section, 
with the string quartet playing accompaniment figures in pizzicato.  

The following section sounded to me so much like something Vasks wrote that I won-
dered if Iyer had ever heard his music, or just tapped into the same universal consciousness. 
Slightly rocking repetitive figures played by the two violins set up the mood for a plaintive 
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cello solo, which is then followed by a different tune played by the viola. Eventually these 
two instruments engage in a sort of musical dialogue while the volume increases, the piano 
underpinning becoming increasingly louder and more insistent. Then the piano takes over, 
with Iyer playing percussive, rolling figures which then lead into very rhythm-oriented im-
provisation which then takes off on a sort of Monk-Tyner-inspired direction. Eventually the 
strings return to add undercurrents and rhythmic licks; this is hip-hop culture taken to its 
highest level of art, sort of George Russell ne plus ultra. The music then becomes quieter, the 
rhythm changes, and Iyer sets up the new beat—sort of a jazz tango—while the strings play 
on the edge of the bow, producing some unusual sounds à la the Turtle Island String Quartet. 
(In listening to a piece like this, one is always cognizant to some extent of the TISQ luking in 
the background…how could it not, since they were the pioneers of many of these same tech-
niques for strings?) As the volume increases, so to does the percussive element until the 
whole piece is throbbing with rhythm (and Iyer begins playing counter-rhythms on the piano!) 
before gradually diminishing in sound. Again, the piano goes solo and dominates the proceed-
ings, shifting rhythm subtly and often before coming to a much quieter space, thus allowing 
the strings to eventually re-enter, one at a time, until the music coalesces into a surprising and 
lovely finish. 

 


